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MULES AND HORSES his farm west of town to Black GLOOMY OUTLOOK On Saturday, the third, the lit.Nance. 
,,
S...... , • ' I tie boy was taken ill and a phys•
The Primitive Baptist Asse• - ician sent for, lie continued
li to grow worse until death came•
on Wednesday following, The
boys did not tell of the bite from
the dog until a short while be-
fore the death of their compan•
Ion. If they had told it at the
L. V. Henson, pastor of the Bap- i Paducah, Ky., Oct. lti.ssWith time, the little fellows life 
could
tint chine.h, delivered an excel- approximately 80 per cent of the have been saved, lie 
was a
lent sermon on "Temperance." "black patch" crop harvested, bright little boy, and his on-
Thea d the rest being cut, there iS timely death has reused muchBaptist Sunday School is
increasingin attendance now little change in the actual 
enar-Isorrow throughout the neigbor.
' to pinch, that the hot days are gone and •ket cooditions of tobacco, though 
hood.out causing the ghee
1 Mr. and Mrs. Kingins and oneOfficials of the Department of visiting is about over, the closer proximity of the sell-
Agriculture agreed to this today, The tobacco growers of this 
ing season is beginning to re-- of the ether boys and Mr. Joe the people generallylo take more
section are cutting and housing
fileceIts promised difficulties. Friths all of whom nursed Quint than casual interest in forestry Ibut refused to hazard an esti-, .
i For the first time in a good during his illness, went to Bow- 
,
scarce. State Forester J. E. Barton I
work.?nation as to just how many of , tobaeco Which is fair but very! '
, many years buyers are not in. ling Green Monday to take the the animals this country can
' I specting crops or urging the Pasteur treatment for hydropho-spare without feeling a bad ef- ', and State Superintendent Barks-
The barn of Herman Cloys, marketing of tobacco simply be- bia. - -Cadiz Record.feet at home from the exporta- I dale Hamlett are endeaeoring to
tions. 
north of us, was destroyed by , cause there is no market for it. Keatacky Divisioa U. D. C. Officer. make Arbor Day this year note-
. ,-.- • f fire Saturday night. His entire
crop was lost.
Sorghum is being made and is
turning out well.
This Country Cu Supply Europe 
ciation was nt, —. 
church four miles southeast of
Without Feeling Pinch.-Allies this place, on October 9, 10 and
Are Buying Freely. 11. A large crowd of visitors,
was present.
Washington, -Cct. 19. - Un-
doubtedly the United States can
continue to supply the warring
nations of`Uurope with thous-
ands of horses and mules with-
On-last fourth Monday P.ev.
Very Few Foreign Shipments of
Tobacco Are Being Made and
Sales Continue Slow.
ARBOR DAY
Governor issues Proclamation Set-
i ting Aside November 6th For
Planting Trees.
Governor McCreary issued a
proclamation designating Nov-
ember iith as Arbor I itiy and call-
ing upon teachers and pupils in
colleges and common schools to
observe the day by planting trees
and appropriate exercises and
George M. Rommell, chief o Sales on local breaks - for the ble. Bulletins are being sent
the bureau of.animal industry of past two weeks have been con- The Kentucky Division of the out to the schools urging observ-
the Department. of Agriculture, fined entirely to the home trade, U. D. C. at its state convention ance of the day.
explained that flee last animal i which is an inconsiderable fac- at Frankfort, re elected all the The Governor's proclamation
census taken showed that there Miss Ella Irvin has returned I tor. Some few foreign shipments officers with the exception
were 24,000,0(X) horses and 4,- from a visit to relatives in liar- 1 have been made and their desti-1 Mrs. N. W. Muir, of Bradstown,1
of follows:
"I, James B. McCreary, Gov-
509,000 mules in the United din and,Murray. nation has been covered up as treasurer, who was ineligible. ernor of the Commonwealth, do
States. . Miss Mettle Hargrove has ac much as possible. She was succeeded by Mrs.. ,issue this preclamaeion, desig-
The census showed an in- cepted a *position in 'gird-Well: - -thZ9e- shipments were sent F Camp, of Louisville. Mrs. Bond I1 nating .Friday. November 6th,
crease a eight per cent in 'the We learn she is well pleasei. over a route hitherto unused by ' was elected by acclamation and!
the tobacco trade, being shipped her word during the term was l Commonwealth f K k
Y.
y,
from West Kentucky points to highly endorsed. % The following;and request its observance by
the Gulf and loaded on Gulf are the officers: President. Mrs. the planting of trees and such
steamers for foreiiti ports. To- Mary Dowling Bond, Lawrence- .
are here from Dukedom, visit- 
bacco is ordinarily routed throu- , burg; first vice-president. Mrs.
other exercises as may be deem-
ed. e decade between
Ape; Dr. W. P. Alexander and 
gh the Atlantic seaboard. 1Thomas Smith, Harrodsburg; 
ed proper.
last census ,and the one which
wife. 
As is perfectly apparent second vice-president, Mrs. Lu- "The attention of all 
the peo-
preceded it also shows, Mr. Rom- , .
melt explainede a decrease in the that paralyzation has set in for sian Goggin Matby, Maysville; 
pie,and especially. the teachers
. Your Fall Cold Needs Attention. the present season, the discus- third vice-president, Mrs. Lamm 
and pupils ,of all the colleges
country's cattle of eight per
cent, showing that the pasture No use to fuss and try to wear sion of 1915 acreage is taking S. Givens, Cynthiana; recording 
and schools, is called to the im-
•
lands which have been formerlyS'ti-out. It will wear you out in-
used in the raising of cattle had stead. Take Dr. King's New
been turned .1 into agricultural: Discovery, relief follows quickly.
lands, on which more horses'. It checks your Cold and Soothes
were needed. your Cough aikay. Pleasant,
Officials:of the Department of Antiseptic and Healing. Child-
AgricultureZare watching with ren like it. Get a 50c bottle of
interest the purchase of horses Dr. King's New Discovery and
by the agents of European gov-Ikeep it in your house. "Our
ernments in St :Louis, Memphis, family ( ough and Cold Doctor"
and other large horse.,, andmule writes Lewis Chamberlain, Man-
markets. chester, Ohio. Money back if
They explain that French and not satisfied, but it nearly al-
Englishlagents are buying thous- ways beim
ands ofseanimals, realizing the
„Gen. Lee's Son is Dead.
need ofihorses foricavalry' and;
draft:purposes:as the war con-
Washingtan, Oct. 20.-Word
tinues.
was received here to-day of the
Many horse dealers have writ-s.
death of Capt. Robert E. Lee,
ten the department to inquire
youngest son of Gen. Robert E.
whether odnot the,, 
exportationLee the Confederate command-
of the animals for war purposes '
will continue;to remain within ' • be planted.
the scope of neutrality. It seems
to be the impression in some
quarterslthat despite the fact
that horses and mules are con-
sidered 'conditional contraband'
and are liable to capture in trans-
it, that the German government,
which has„very little; chance of
importinge'them andjsnot much
chance at the present time of
capturing the:animals in trans-
it,
i
May sooner or slater cause I
some difficulty by judging the
- animals contraband in the strict-
f   
horses and mules of the country I Harry Hargrove Is making
between 1900 end 1910. And Chicago his home for-the pres-
there hasesbeen a steady increase ent.
since 1910, Mr. Rommel] declare i1 Dr. Lester Usher and family
t h* • h t U rv'll
,-Va. last night. He had been
seriously ill for some time. In
terment will be at Lexington,
7 , Friday.
Capt. Lee entered the Confed-
erate army as a private in the
artillery and participated in nu-
merous engagements. Since
the war he had been engaged in
farming. He leaves a widow
and two children. Capt. Lee
was born at the old Lee mansion
now part of the Arlington Na-
tional Cemetery, Oct. 27, 1543.
est sense o the word. Hot One For Augustus.
Hopeless Lung Trouble Cured. .... -it The Hon. Augustus E. Wilson,
,Many recoveries_ from Lung the Republican nominee for the
Troubles are due tie Dr. Bell's long term Senatorship, wrote a
Pine-TareHoney. It strengthens paeitle letter to one of the Pro.
the LungiSe checks the Cough I geessive party leaders in Lincoln
and gives relief at. once,---Mr: county, inviting his support and
W. S. Wilkinh‘ Gatess, N. C., asking that. he send names of
writes: "I used Dr. Bell's Pine- other Progressives in order that
aiftcTar-Honey in a se given up as he-Augustiis---might write to
hopeless and it e tod.-aesseineethem and presumably shoti. the
plete Cure." Get a bottle of Dr. error of their way. The Lin-
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. If your .coin county Bull Moose comes
back with a hot one in which he
'assures Augustus that he is
standing flat footed on the Pro,. i
cough is dry and hacking let it
trickle down ,our throat, you
will surely get relief. Only S5c
at your druggist.
Faraiagtos News.
Dechange of real estate here
has been about the only sensa-
tion for some time. Tom Har-
ris, south of town, sold his farm
to Chas. Jordan, of Murray, for
$10,000. He has bought the res-
idence of Fred Maddox, who is
building an up-tollate Muse on
the south side o! town.
.-Stasiar4lailes aald a part of
gressive platform and will vote
for Burton Vance. In conelud- I
ing his communication to the
great Republican harmonizer he
writes.
' "I will add that I think you;
stand about as much show to be
elected to the United States
Senate as the proverbial cellu-
'bid dog would have to catch an
asbestos cat in that place that
the preachers are to constantly
warning us against, and where
such things as ice cream kre un-
• -
_
ascendency. Buyers generally secretary, Mrs. John S. Law-, portance of planting 
trees. v-
end tebacco experts are advising rence, Cadiz; corresponding sec-jery proper 
effort should be made
against shortening the crop, retary, Mrs. John W. Mahan, for the renewal 
of our forests.
though:several motions for di- Lawrenceburg; treasurer, Mrs. "In the last decade there has
versification of crops and small- James Camp, Bradstown; histor- I been great development eking
er tobacco,:planting have been ian, Mrs. C. C. C. Leer, Paris; forestry lines in the United
made.The buyers argue that the 'registrar, Miss Mary Crutcher, States. The inaugration of for-
European tobacco crops are a to-1Winctester; chaplain, Mrs. Pe-lest management in the national
tal loss. Particularly is this ter Thornton, Newport; vice:forests, the activity of various
true of Belgium, a large produc- i chaplain, Mrs. Silattie Bruce states in public forestry, and the
er, where every leaf was ruined. 'Reynolds, Covington; custodian interest of private owners in
They believe that a resumption Southern Cross of Honor, Mrs. tree growing have resulted in
of the trade will mean a rush of James Arnold, Covington; di- marked improvement in every-
orders, such as tobacco men 'rector Arlington monument for thing connected with forestry.
have :never experienced, and Kentucky, Miss Caby Froman, There are now a -number of col-
they_back this argument with Ghent: director Shiloh monu- leges in the United States where
references:to the :present crop ment for Kentucky, mete Roy forestry is included in the cur.
which has turned out coarse, W. McKinney, Paducah; tegent riculutn. In the last few years
with the leaf lacking smooth fin- for Kentucky room, Richmond there has been a constantly in-
ish and gummy consistency, IMuseum, Mrs. Kate E. Perry- creasing activity in the forestry
which is needed in good tobacco. 'Mosher, Covingto
They believe full average should
Apply Sloan's Freely for Lum-
bago.
Your attacks of Lumbago are
not nearly so hopeless as they
co as it stands is a doubtful se- seem. You can relieve them al-
curity. Much of it will probable' most instantly by a simple ap-
be bonded and borrowed on4plication of Sloan's Liniment on
when cutting is over.
Tne situation as a whole is
very gloomy. Growers are seek-
ing accommodations, and tobac-
The teacher's association will
meet at Sedge Hill Oct. 31, with
the following program:
Devotional exercises. Finis
Futrell.
The problem of the rural
school and protracted meetings.
S. L. Evans.
What constitutes a good
school? T. R. Jones.
Noon. • -
Preparation.-C. H. Jiggers.
Address,-Speaker to select
Subject. -Will Jones.
Sermon. -Text, "All work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy.
-C. A. Hale.
the back and loins. Lumbago
'
Teacher's Association Program. 
is a form of rheumatism, and
!yields perfectly to Sloan's,
which enetrates uickly all in
Died of Hydrophobia.
Quint Kingins, little son four-
teen years of age of T. L Kin-
gins, a prominent citizen living
near Tolraccoport, died on Wed-
nesday of last Week of hydro-
phobia.
More than three weeks before .
death the little fellow and two
companions were playing with
an old dog by throwing him in-
to the mill race near the Zin-
gins home. The dog seemed to
be drowsy and finally bit Quint.
The boys decided, not to tell
their parents, and in a few days
theAlegdied -41.149PbOWS.
1 Marshal Ceasty Couple Marry.
•
ny in the presence of a few
friends.
Jessie Jackson, of FUlt0f1,. and
Miss 'Flora Alexander, vA,
married at the parsonage in the
afternoon. Miss Alt xan tit r is a,
daughter of Mrs. Steele end is
quitea charming young girl.
Toy Underwood, son cf Sam
Underwood, and Miss Mary Tay-
lor, of Alnue . were united in
marriage at the home of the
bride's mother in Almo. :slimy
friends extend happiest congrat-
ulations.
C. B. ‘'enable, son of Brown
Venable, and Miss Connie Pas-
chal, daughter of Frank Pan-
chal, both well known and popu-
lar young people regiding a few
miles west of the city, were
married at the home of the
bride's parents.
Miss Freda, Carter, daughter
of Jas. Carter and wife, and
Chester Butterworth went acxono
the state line into Tennessee
where they were united in mar-
riage.
Miss Audie Alderson, daugh-
ter of Wert Alderson and wife,
of Elm Tree, and Ewel Hurt, son
of John Hurt, were married last
Sunday in Tennessee.
Toned l'p Whole System.
"Chamberlain's Tablets Lave
done more for me than I ever
dared hope for," writes Mrs.
Esther Mae Baker, Spencerport,
N. Y. "I used several bottke
of these tablets a few months
ago. They not only cured me of
bilious attacks, sick headaches
and that tired out feeling, but
toned up my whole system.4
For sale by all dealers.
- A valuable dressing for flesh
wounds, burns, scakls, old sores,
rash, chafed skin is BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT, it is both
healing and antiseptic. Price
25e, 50c and $1.00 per bottle_
Sold by Dale & Stubblefield.
Murray Baud.
The Murray Concert Band will
give an entertainment in the in-
terest of theSchool Improvrnent
League, at Outland school house,
on Friday night, Oct. 1914.
The Murray Band plays nothing
of the various states, and now 30 but high class music, and every
states have some kind of organs person who loves music and is
ization for forestry work. interested in the promotion of
education has a cordial invita-"le 'calling upon the people to
tien.-Adreission 10 and 15 eta.
give more attention to the ob-
- -
servance of Arbor Day in Ken- Father and 5sa in Jail
of any druggist an me t n
the house-against colds, 'sore
joints,and swollen  rheumatism, diminishing and we must not
neuralgia, sciatica and like ail- only save what is left of the for-
ments. Your money back if not eats, but we must re-forest the
satisfied, but it does give almost cut over, the burnt over and the
unforested districts of the
State."
through the sore, tender mus-
cles, limbers up the back and
makes it feel fine. Get a bottle
of Sloan,s Liniment for s5 cents
d h i i
instant relief.
tucky than has been given here-
tofore, I not only &sire stu-
dents of all the colleges to take
active interest in the setting out
of trees, but the Pupils-of every
common school.in the state could
render immense service by each
of them setting out one tree on
Arbor Day.
'School house yards, home
yards, public roads, pastures and
fields should be beautified with
trees. Our natural forests are
Paris Dragstswe Fails.
On last Sunday afternoon, at
3 o'clock, at the home "of the The firm of Roberts Bros., one
bride, Bro. R. L Prince, of of the leading drug concerns in
Olive, pronounced the worsla
which united in the holy bonds
of wedlock, Miss Ideile York and
Mr. Java Roes, both et' near
Inman•s store.
They are prominent young
people of the county and have a
host of friends who wish them
much happiness._ 
It Always Does The Work.
"I take Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy better than any other,"
writes R. E. RobtaItesi; Homer Ci-
ty. Pa. I have it off and
on for years and A, has never
failed t3 give the desired re-
1Paris, was thrown into bank-
ruptcy Tuesday. The assets and
liabilities are something near
the same amount.- Paris Pari-
sian.
Six Sunday Marriages.
Cupid with his bow aad ar-
, rows was kept quite busy last
Sunday, as a result six Calloway
; couples were united in marriage.
' Mr. Jeff Farris, son of .Jag.
Farris, east of the city. and Miss
! 
Rauda Moore, daughter of J. .1.
:Moore and wife, of -this city,
'were married., Sunday morning
-at-the Methodist parsonage, Rev.
Alit& For Ai le by all dealer& -4
-
•
Wesley Hawkes, and een Wi.-
•bur, of Crossland, are in the
Weakley County jail at Dresden.
The father is charged with sell-
ing whiskey and the boy is al-
leged to have interfered with
an officer. Last Saturday, Sher-
iff Lafan of Dresden, and a gov-
ernment officer went to Cross-
land to arrest Hawke', but while
the papers were being served
Wilbur Hawks, age about four-
teen years. ran up with a knife,
it is alleged and attempted to
stab the officer. In taking care
of the boy, the father escaped.
The boy sat taken into custody-,
and on Sunday officers returned
and arrested the father.--Hazel
News.
Mr. Robt. H. Thomas, who had
been sick for the past several
weeks with typhoid fever at his
home about eight miles south of
here on Donaldson creek. died
last Sunday night. Mr. Thomas
was the son of Mr. Rufus Thom-
as, deceased, and was about for-
ty-five years of age. He is sat-. 7
vived by his wife and ten chid.-
ren, and his mother, Mrs. Avy
Thomas. and several brothers'
and sisters as follows: Walter.
James and D. B. Thomas. Mrs.
Joe Falwell, of Canton, and Mrs.
William Sumner.--Cadiz Record.
Coffins, Caskets and Robes.
See Murray Furniture & Under-
taking Co. Free rubber tire
ittskeas ptiforming the **Papa., hsrite Alt2 •
a
••
11,
•
St'el
is-4v
•
•
•
•
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WITNESSES TELL
•
Tin 11171111AT LIDU. 1117111LAY, KY
TROPE FOR PEACE IN MEXICO
Careens'. Villa and Zapata Ars Repro-
gentled at Conference- Delegate'
OF LOOTING ROA
F. C. SHARWOOD TESTIFIES
Commerce Commission Examiner Tells
of Salaries Paid-Vouchers Pus In
Evidence, But Books Do Not
Show Use of Funds.
ll
in Harmony, is Report
-
!fashington - Hopeful reports hav•
reached Hashingtolt GI the progress of
the work of the military 6011%011MM
ROCK ISLAND LOSS WAS $7,500.000 
being held at Aguas Callootes to de-
termine the personnel of the future
ON ONIE BOND TRANSACTION
ITIMS EXPLAINED. 
government of Mesico Not only are
(lens Carrestaa and Villa respreevented,
but Gen ""ntiiitit, has sent three delr•
gate*. who.,. credentials helve been ar
cepteds
The basis-of repreeentation agreed
upon was that each delegate must
prove that he. had sointuand of at least
1,000 men in the army or must have
been identified as a general or lover
nor with the constitutionalist move
ment before Zacatecas was captured
.from the }Wert& government it was
i this point on which Geu Villa had
Washington.- An apparent bee of 
%Weil insisting front the bettnning.o 
$7.600.000 in one bond transit. 
thee (len Eduardo Hay, one 
of the men
losses indefinite in amount but eggs* 
who opposed the acceptance of Car
rancee resignation at the Mezico City
gating many millions In the acquisition
of the Primes lines and the Chicag
o a convention, made an 
Mint/taloned
Alton road, and a loss of 
$756.000 on speech, urging the adoption 
of a reao
the Mock and bond. of the peering 
teflon culling on Gen. Carranza to re
Coal company, were disclosed at 
the lease all political 
prisoners, as Gen
hearing of the interstate commerce 
Villa had done lie ea. enthusiast('
conmeselonai investienttfen of the (I- 
calla: applituded as lie suggested that
minds' operations of the (leve
e°. the language of 
the resolution be
Rock Island & Pacific railway. 
Only changed from a "request" to an "or-
two witnesses were examined.
Fredarick C. Sharood, an examiner
of accounts for the commission. gave
In detail the reeults of his investiga-
tion of the books of the system, con-
seeing of the operating company and
the two holding companies.
Mr. Sharood testified as to the sal-
der" Ile said the acts and resolu-
tions of the convention should be re-
garded as orders upon all e tilers. in
eluding Carranza.
The convention paseed the needle
tion In that form.
Official reports further awe that
the prevailing spirit of the meeting is
&ries received by various officers. As 
one of harmony. and a unanimity of
chairman of the board It. R. Cable
feeling exiete against further bloodre-
ceived annually varying from $24,000 "1
"•
to $324100. W B. Leeds, as presidente
received also $24,000 for a time and
later $32,000 a year; B. L. Winchele
as third vice-president, was paid $25,-
000 • year and as president $40,000;
H. F Yoakum. as chairman of the
board, was paid $30,000 a year, and L.
• Loree received $37,500.
A voucher for $25,000, the proceeds
of which were paid to Robert Mather.
counsel for the railway company. was
offered in evidence. The index shows
that the amount was paid for campaign
purposes, said the witness. "but I was
unable to find the correspondence file
eespecting the matter. The file had
disappeared."
NEW YORK GANGMAN SHOT
Murder Threat of Eight Years Age lel
Executed by -Yokey Yokes Gang
on Broadway.
New York -In executing a threat of ,
murder made eight years ago, when
the old Five. Points band and the
sTakey Yakes" were at wir in the
Chatham Square district, four men
and two women went to the front door
of a saloon at No. 751 Seventh avenue,
lust around the corner from Broadway
at Forty-ninth street at half-past 12
o'clock in the morning and onesof the
women smiled over the swinging doors
and montioned for Murray Hennessey
to come out.
The lure worked perfectly. Hennes-
sey, who had been a Five Points lead-
er in the old days and who shot and
killed Meyer Moore % leader of the
"Yakey Takes,- in 1906, stepped to the
door to see the woman. As he swung
the. door open two of the four men ad-
vanced with drawn revolvers and each
fired -several-allots- -
Hennessey dropped with two bullets
through his body.
• Broadway and its late theater and
restaurant crowds became nervously
excited- almost instantly.
Reports spread immediately that
there had been another Rosenthal
murder.
Hennessey, who had owned several
saloons himself, but who had been
greatly discoupeced. by the police. had
been emplaped as manager of Arthur
Porper's -Place, in front of which he
was shot, lie was sent. to Polyclinic
Hospital and in an ambul-nce on the
way Lieut. Martin Regan and Detec-
tive Wertheimer, who had known him
in the old Five Points days, asked him-
who ahot him.
"Why, am I shot?" was his satiri-
cal ,rep I y.
"Yes, and you're going to die, the
doctor here says"
-"Well. well, that's too had. isn't-it?
But don't you fellowszry about my
troubles If I die I've a few friends
who will be alive." „
"Who was the womanssarbo. called
you to the door?S
"Oh. that's Rosie O'Grady. of, the
streets of New York." was all the in-
formation he would give.
Washingtbre-Aseistant Surgeon L.
W. Jenkins, United States public
health service; Coxswain Demur, e.
Seaman lialsgarde seaman lauldhaug
and Seaman Keels'. And -Lgke houks,
were drowned off Cape Saricheijiehe
log Sea. when a boat front the cutter
Mannidg was swamped in (Swage
Pass A wireless message to that ef.
feet was received by the revenue cut-
ter service from the commander of
the Behring Sea fleet.
Galveston. TeX -Disarming their
guard, clubbing him over the head and
le•seing him unconscious, four military
prisoners of the eecona division, Unit-
ed States army, neade a desperate at
tempt at ese ape here. They were rap.
tured.
- --
Washington.- President Wilson gave
&Rewrote es that Anierican merrhatti
trading in Europe Would have the goy'
arneeeet jeaclt of them to the IIMIt OS
their rights and ttrat Tte did not •02-
pact there would be Interference ott
the Dart of the nations
 at wit'.
*- .•
•
•
BOMB THROWN IN CHURCH
N. Y. StartIOCI by Explosion-Edifices
Objects-St. A i phonsus and St.
Patrick's Damaged.
New York A bomb was exploded
in St. Alphensua Homan Catholie
church on West Broadway, the second
to be set off within seven hours in a
church edifice in this c by. It was in
St. Alphonsus church that Frank Tan-
nenbaum. an industrial worker of the
world leader, and 200 followers were
arrested last winter while engaged in
a round of demonstrations.
While 50 men, women and children
were praying, a bomb was exploded in
St. Patrick's cathedral. Fiftieth street
aid Fifth avenue. The explosive,
placed near the last pew. Close to the
Fifth avenue entrance, hurled frag-
ments of iron and steel throughout
the nave of the great cithedral,
wrecked three pews, damaged St Bar-
nard's chapel and the Thompson me-
morial altar, while one of the most
, beautiful memorial windows in th
e
cathedral, that of the "Precious Blood,"
I was broken.
of the "Precious- Blood," was bro
ken.
Only one worshiper was injured and
he but slightly, while the others, after
recovering from the shock, ran scream-
ing into the avenue. The detonation
was heard for blocks and thousands
, of persons ran to the great edifice
.
Reserves from the East Fifty-first
street station hastened to the scene,
while Inspector Faurot and Robert
Adamson, fire commissioner, hurried
from down town in automobiles.
No greater mystery ever hovered
over a crime in New York City, ac-
cording to the police. Several of those
in the cathedral were queetioned. and
none, the police say. wive able to throw
any light on the matter.
LANDSLIDE DAMAGES CANAL
Traffic Stopped In Panama Uncer-
tainty When It Will Be Resumed
Effects Only One Side.
Panama.- A serious landslide on the
tiast side of the Pattern& Camel 
north
of Gold Hill has occurred. TrIffic
 has
been of necessity stopped, and Col.
Goethals could not -say when the.
cani.1 again would he navigable It is
hoped that a few days will prove suffi-
cient time in which to reopen the
waterway.
A preliminary survey* sleeved th
e
slide extended for a distance of about
1,Sts0 feet north of Gold Hill and
started about 100 feet front the e
dge
of the varlet. It is not possibl
e as yet
to estimatel the amount of ro
ck and
din that entered the channel.-but 
it is
declared it 'Must have been many
thousand cubic yards
It was first reported that there had
been movements front both sides of
the eanal. but this proved to be
 un-
true.
There was no disturbance at C
u-
ebracha. isbur vessels at Crist
obal
tarn at 'Whoa have been delayed.
tR available drudges already 
have
been put to work to clear the water
wise.
Elects Gasparri.
is Rome- Cardinal Pietro Gaeparri
 has
been selected by the pope to 
fill the
position of secretary of state made
ascent by the death of Cardinal 
!er-
rata.
CARRANZA RESIGNS AGAIH
Rebel Leader Sends Resignat
iqn to
Cenvention-Delegates Accept It.
Villa's Agent Makes Report.
•
Washington.-Frank S. Thomas, an
agent of Gen. Villa here, announced
he had received a telegram from Villa
headquarters at ,luarel agyIng the res-
ignation O'Dea. Carryings *at accipta
ed by the nations) retsveatioo as
Aguas tillentes.
OSTEND OCCUPIED
BY THE GERMANS
ARE ONLY 65 MILES ACROSS THE
SEA FROM DOVER AND tie
MILES FROM LONDON.
HARD FIGHT ON LEFT WING
French °ferny Victory in Vicinity of
Lille-Italian Minister of Foreign
Affairs Dead-Favored Ger-
many-British Ship Sunk.
New York Ostend. Ilie famous He
t'
glen resort on the North Sea, has been
occupied by the troops of Elltliertir
%THUM, according to a German "M.
dal report arriving front Berlin by
way of London. If MIK report is true, I
the Germans have rem hed the goal
for whit it they igsned itimiediately 
aft
rr they captul'ed Antwerp. Their
forces now are only 6, miles memo
the sea from lkiver and 116 miles
front London. On their way to Ostend
the Germ Bruges, ane also took g' which
previously was reported to have been
deserted and where no resistance was
expected • ,
The latest. French official report
says that the fighting continues vigor
cushy and therlit the vicinity of Lille
ground has been gaineet.Jays_the allies.
isartite•r to the east, along 'the battle
line that mole stretches from the North
Sea to the Swiss frontier, • repulae of
the Gemmel near Malancourt- la chron-
icled.
A nelvspaper dispatch declares that
a German column ha:; been hurled I
back with heavy casualties by the al-
lies in the Vosges. Another newspa-
per report has it that the Germans
halve been driven fliom 1,111e.
Fighting is still going on between
thee Austro-German and Russian ar-
mies near Warsaw, and the Galician
fortress of Przemysl continues to hold
out against the attacks of the find-
Mans
In the south the Servian and Mon-
tenegrin troops claim a victory at
Glasinatz, Bosnia, over the Austrians.
Comniandants representing all the
Orange Free State north of Bloemfon-
teen-have placed their eervices at the
disposal of Botha, commander-in-chief
of the forces o6 the Union of South Af-
rica.
The Marquis di San Giuliano. Ital-
ian minister of foreign affairs. is dead.
The marquis was said .to have been
friendly -to Germany. He Was reputed
to be opposed to the sympathy in
Italy for the allies and the hostility
toward Austria. The Italian premier.
Signor Salandra, will take temporarily
the portfolio of foreign affairs. It is
said that the death of the Marquis di
San Giuliano will not-affect Italy's for-
eign policy.
In the sinking of the British cruiser
Hawke by a German submarine, only
one officer and 62 enlisted men of her
crew of 400 are known to have been
rescued
ALLIES CLAIM VICTORIES
Paris Says Estaires. North of River
Lys. Is Taken-Advance North
of Rheims.
l'aris --The official communication
issued by the French war office says:
!sale news indicates gains at several
points along the front.
"On the left wing, to the north of
Lys, we have taken Estaires. On the
center. to the north and east of by the 
occupation of Ghent, 
which, Calais to the French northern ports
Rhein's. we hay e made an ' advance Would
 seem to confirm the German
In _face they ha e fallen bee k this
,
of neirly two klionteters I ttbout a plan, 
as it already has been. outlined, 
region in the fa -of the allies' offen-
tulle and e quarterls of a 
Movement toward the coast, with sive. 
• • - •
"On -Ile heights of the Meuse and 'Oet
end as its objective. •
In the Weeeere region we have made 
it is, pointed out by British military
gains to the south of St. Mihiel and 
experts that it is Germany's intenetosee
near alarcliville," 
to make a permanent stronghold of
Antwerp' in order to hold Belgium in
her grip and in this way gain a posh-
London -Two- great hattiee. one in tion within easy reach of the English
Northern France and Beiginne title roast.
other in Russian Poland„ teeth with a The fighting along the great line.
front _of :too miles, have neat-he'd their extendinc almoet front the Nerth Sea
helehe but the public is allowed only to the German province of Lorraine'.an 
oeasional glance, of their progress continues with indefinite Jeaults. for
through official - comMunications. the actual operations in the norhern
which frequently are widely at va- seetton of France are not divulged to
Hance. any extent in the fifth lab statementa
From the French report it appears issated.tay the isreich war
 department. It la here the heavy blows. which
- 
i
that the. western battle is geeing slowly Where the British re enfiireements bo
th sifit's Mita' will bring aliseet a de-
but surely in favor of the allies. Un- have been sent is 
matter of eon. cleive result in the long drawn out hat-
grir the pr.-is-sure of the treespe of the lecture, but e is believed a coneider• tie, wi
ll lee--truck. It is ter tfilsa yea
antes. the Germane, who start :Gild to ad- able force is reedy in eke neigh
be: sortr that GermansGermanswill be ask to
%Anse on Calais and other French
coast pone. have tweet forceal to evac-
uate the left bank of the Lys river, 
Wwhich is a considera ,distance -east of the Russian armiired cruiser 
Pal. joining the larger body further se h
of the points their advance guards wet 
in tits Italie. e„-eerescsisatnsa. The ceeseorslip, has prohibited
reached last week. Further east, In
- 
with the Admiral Makarov and the
of
Bayan, has bee-n rggedein 
patrolling_mention of the operations to the nitre
the Lens district, and southward be ea 
Arras, which probably Is report. -
 
tween Arraa and Albert. Where the t he este, The German subniarines 
r the belief that the allies have lit,
Germans inad.• their first attempt to made an attempt against the Admiral
pared what one military critic declare-, our frietni. which .extends front the re-
work around the allies' left. the Eng. Makarov on Oct. lit, without success. 
is "a smashing blow," which will be peon of Warsaw along the rivers Via- 
Ss
Bah _and French have made -notable but on the follerving day one of them 
the more rushing in its effect the tula and San to Przernysl and south as
progress." • succeeded in torpedoing the Pallada, Irlonler 
it is delayed. far as river Dniester.
LOSSES AND AINS n
IN EAST PflUSSIA T #4*v
BOTH RUSSIANS AND 
AUSTRO
GERMANS /CLAIM 
VICTORY.
MOVING TOWARD LEMBERG
.
SAY LOSSES WERE HEAVY
Berlin Says Priem's! Has Seen
 Freed
of Siege - Petrogritit 
Announces
There Has Been No Change
In Situation on Fronts
I seldom The fol Ma mg Corium' 
or
tidal Plat merit was receives! lucre
 hi
the Marconi St irelimes'Tele'sgrapis 
ceeinatty 
-
Is reported officially from \ 
Ian
nu that our 411%AI" has entered tie
fortress of Prrentyal. Gullet*, front ths
west The. enemy. perplesed by the
srapelity of our operatienie in Refasten
Peeland and Gale Ia. tried in %alb t
prevent our relief of the tortrees by
'ell'esettching troops to the west. 'thee
were unable, liewever, to real at tile ad
Vatic.. of our arAty.
"The lath anel sixth Russian in
fantry divieions attacked by us have
in the dire( tion of the River San
" t Coieetee k cavalry division and an
iiifitittry brigade in a !ening position
%test of Dynow, Ganda, were defeated
'seer brief resistance."
l'etreigrael. The Ruselati giOteral
i.iff issued the folloeing statement
'There is n.y change, to report on
the East Prussian and Central Vie
tuia fronts.
"South of Prae.myael a Russian col-
umn engaged and de.feated the Aus-
trian,, taking iieven are ers and Soo
soldiers prisoners aud eapturing many
rapid fire guns.-
GERMANS OVERRUN BELGIUM
Battle in France Continues Without
Important Changes-Big Fight
Near Arias.
0.1.111,
.•
_ 
KING ALFONSO
Affonso of Spain in boy scout cote
turns.
VIOLENT ATTACK REPULSED
Gains Claimed in Center of Huge Bat-
tlefield by French-Belgium Over-
run by Germans.
PeeiresesTite official communication
issued by the French war department
says:
"With the exception of an advance
of some importance in the vicinity of
Berry-Au-Bac ton the center), there is
nothing to report.
"On our left wing our forces have
resumed the offensive in the regions
of Ilazebrouck of Bethune against de-
tachments of the enemy, l'0111puSed In
large part of cavalry coming from the
front along Ilailleul, Estaires and La-
basse.
"The town of Lille. held by a terri-
torial detachment, has been attacked
and occupied by a German army corps.
"Between Arras and Albert we -have
wade notable progress.
"On the center also we have made
progress in the region of Berry-Au-
Bar, and we have advanced toward
Soualn, in the west of the Argonne
and north of alalancoure
"Between the Argonne and the
Meuse, our troops ,'who hold the
heights of the Meuse to the east of
Verdun, have advanced.
"To the south of the road from
Verdun to Metz, in the region of Apre•
mont, we have gained a little terri-
tory on our right and repulsed a Ger-
man attack on our left.
"On our right wing, Vosges and Al-
sace, there has ,been no change.
"In Cathie the Austrian corps de-
feated in Galicia are endeavoring to
reform at a point four kilometers west
of Przemysl."
THE GERMANS TAKE GHENT
MAHARAJAH OF MYSORE
! Among the Indian princes who ha +e
torn, to the aid of Great BrIkgin in
the war Is the Mah•rsjah of Mysore
who has placed 50 lakhs of rupees
01.650,0001 at the disposal of the Cr,
Stifle gov•enm•nt for expenses -n
connection with the expeditionary
force fr•rn India
MANY FLEEING TO ENGLAND
State of Panic Exists Among Inhab-
itants of Ostend-Germans Only
Twenty Miles Away.
New York. Ostend Is now the sea
_ter of interest In the contest being
waged in the western theater of war.
Reports indicate there is virtually no
Obstacle in the way of the German ad-
vance on Ostend and other ports in
Northwest iteleturts
Scores of wounded soldiers are be-
ing _brought into Ostend from Ghent.
It is said that the Gernmreforrefe were
far superior in numbers and that the
allies were obliged to withdraw to
ward the west. This removed the
stumbling block in the WAY of tier
man progress toward Ostend.
A state of panic exists among the
Inhabitants of Ostend, for the Ger-
mans art-known to have a large force
within twenty miles of the city. Aa
fast as ships can be provided the res-
ident, are fleeing to Englansd,sascape
by land ,having been cut off On all
sides.
BELGIANS MOVE TO FRANCE
Loniton. -A Central Newt dispatch
from Rome says:
".Vccording to a telegram from Con
vtantinople pnhlished here, Turkey has
--informed Germany' that owing to a
It.. IC of money she will hive to demo-
bilize het army."
,London -1T' 'Homing Telegraph
Rome correspondent telegraphs from
Vienna that Ruch/treat 'States that an
eneagement has taken Mare In the--
Black pea between the limeade° *quad
ego and the 9oebes aad Breslau.
Germans Intend to Make Permanent
Stronghold of Antwerp-May At-
tempt to Reach England.
New York.-The occupation of Ant-
werp tee the Germans has been fol-
lowed, according to the latest reports,
hbod of Ostend.
- German sulerarines have again
cotne tnto Or-eminence by the ainking. 
Queen at Ostend
London Definite information has
been received here that the queen of
the Belgians, notwithstanding the re•
poresthat she had reached England,
has not left Ostend
London.- The. Daily Mall's. Ghent
correspondent says:
"The tierm
minute 
have thrown a pon-
toon in the ScheldtWat etteren
and bete le cgt off retreat (roar; Ant-
werp. •Thilithi being met by a str.ong
force, which is Compelling them to IV
tirs." - •
15 
eoft eeelafftserwieseserwese.,-,
A few days ties German -sseevalry
were fighting as r west-as Haze
brouck and Cassel. • now, according
to the French office communication
issued late today, tlie. -not of this bat-
tle extends from La caseee through
Estairea to 16111.111. e the Belgian
frontier. while across the border the
allies have accuph Ypres This is a
French Provide Temporary Quarters
for Government Officials at Havre.
King Stays at Front.
---
London.- A dispatch to the Daily
News from" Ost end says:
"The Germans are approm lung Os-
tend be three roads-from Ypres by
way of Inxtinude. front Coutraisthroe_gh
Thourout and from Eecloo through
Bruges."
Bordeaux It has been decided to
transfer the' Belgian government to
France, in order that it may have full
liberty of action.
The foregoing was andOunced ofti
daily in Bordeaux
Several Belgian ministers, accompa-
nied by a env of officials, left Ostend
for Havre. where the Frouch gdtern-
ment has prepared temporary offices
for them
King Albert remains it the head of
the Belgian army.
A portion of the Belgian govern-
ment and the ruembera of the dtplo-
hiatic tarps accredited to the Heights
(oust left (Wend for Ilavre. s
RUSSIANS DENY DEFEAT
distinct gain for the attire and shows 
•
that the German attempt to work Officials Say Przemysi Siege Progress-
around their left has failed, the Ger- ing 6Ucely-Forts Being Destroy -
man right tfortang sent hack toward ed-Energetic
1.111e and rouiral. beet cif with !I places _Londein. It is offlo laity _announced
the invaders bead with strong forces. at Petrograd that the siege, of Ira.'-
Itty41 progTessing, according to a
Reuter dispatch from the Russian (AP-
RA. The Russian artillery is rapidly
destroying the Whforts, ich. however.
• ontinue an energetic resistance.
The l•rzemc'.s1 garrison, It is fur:her
announced, dees not ..kroel' 30.000
men
Paris. The following official cote-
=Ovation, given out in Petrograd.
has been received by the. Hasse
a- •
y:
"operationa continue to iie%elop on
agenc
London.- The official press bureau
issued the' following statement:
"British troops have been engaged
with the enemy toward the left of the
allied line (in Francel, with the -re-
sult that the Germans have been press-
ed back slightly on theic flank.
"The nature of the Fountry in which
the fighting has been conducted. being'
• mining center, makes rapid progress
difficult."
Paris.-The official communication
teemed by the war office says:
"The reports received, which are in
very general terms, indicate no impor-
tant modilicatioe in the situation."
Earlier In the day the following of'
fi cial announcement was given out:
"In the Belgian 'field of operation,
there were some encounters in the re-
gion around Ghent French and En-
glish troops have occupied Ypres.
."First -On our left wings, as far as
the Oise, the operations are developing
normally.
"Second--On the center pervious re-
ports of the progress of our armies in
the region of lierry•Au Bac have been
cficmrmed.
"Third-- On our right wing there is
nothing new."
London While it fully Is expested
the- Germans will reach Ostend and
other ports in the northwest of Bel-
gium, if they have not done so already,
they will meet stubborn resistance. in
their attempt to extend the right wing
of their main army through Pas- del
make their way to Ostend. ale midi
even there some troops have bee. hit
to inflict whit damage. they can is re
Paris.- News was received In l'aris
of the deil ra of Gen. itondoyn, cem-
mender of the Third brigade. of the
Frew colosial infantry, killed while
leading his briteada against the enemy.
Two English nurses were killed by a
shell while on duty in a field hospital
behind the center-of the allied armlets
• NAP. A difesetch to the {lava*
agency from Rome says.
"rear,' or cholera Sr.'- mutilplying
rapidly In Galicia, Transylvania and
240111..and Fist ffungary. fear Is
eipresied iiiiii•dlsetute will prove a
Serious menace to military operations
•
•
Arrive In Havre.
Ila‘re. The steamer Peter de (Se
einck arrived -from Ostend bearing the
members or Op 'Belgian government.
The Beigieri were received with mill-
tary honors and given an enthusiastic
reception by the crowds on their at
rival.
Stock- Excharige Will Reopen.
• Toronto. The necessary resolutioaa
'
litierespassed; has reopening the .Tlf•
ronto Stock Eirhange on • limited
beats •
;-
•
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Scene in Berlin showing the children of men who are fighting for the fatherland, being fed by the Berliner
Vrauen Unterstuetzungn iv'erein ilierlin ladies Relief society).
HAMPERING THE GERMAN OPERATIONS
This Is the way the Belgians destroyed the railway which was the (let"
man line of communication between the army in -France and Ili-used*. .
RUSSIAN GUN INTERESTS GERMANS
t;einian soldiri.rs and others Lu Berlin examining' a
e.atitujett trout the liUnallIUIL
peculiar rusghine gun
—
4,
-
• et
,
WOUNDED ALGERIAN FIGHTER
This Algerian, who was wounded in
the battle of the Aisne, is a trlie of
the soldiers •which France brought
over from her possessions in Africa.
Camera Carried by Pigeon.
A miniature camera is in existence
which can be attached to the body of
a pigeon, carried by the bird to u con-
eiderable height above fortified and
other positions, and used to photo-
graph the positions The possibilities
of Its use in war were recognized In
Germany before the present conflict,
and experitnents made To what ex-
tent the cartierapigeon has been em-
ployed by -alien eilrtMli‘S in England
13 anothet matter. Al any rate, *liens
-in this country Sr.' now prohibited by
law from owning carrier pigeom, and.
all carrier pigeons dying neat the
coast are shot by police watchers nss
camera is; of course, automatic
action, and takes phatographs at regu-
lar inteivals: The apparatus is made
Iii Attu_ torture „as a single camera and
art,a dontrie.rettnera - ---1-annten Neale.
The Moscow hospital. the Millen '11
, Europe, employs over 900 rimer*.
"The attention of all lbw people, and
especially the teachers anti pupil* of
Veterans in Kentucky to be Nil the college* end whools, Is called
for First Say Daughters to the importance of planting trees.
Every proper effort should be made
for the renesal of our ferrate_
"In the last decade there has been
great development. along forestry lines
In tbe United States The inaueura-
lion of ton's' Ulallallen1Wtt1 in the na
tional forests, the activity of various
Mateo In public forestry and the t(i.
terent of private owners in tree grow-
ing. have resulted in Marked Improve-
erans Iii Kentucky art. suitably mark mem in everything connected with
ed. Thls decision was made by the forestry There are now a number of
Daughter* of the Confederacy iu sew colleees in the Cnited States where
siou here. They also decided to look forestry 111 Included In the curriculum
after the comfort of the living con • In the taut few years there has been
federate soldiers in this Mate, and a constantly increasing activity in the
pledged their cbepter for a total of
S1.037.el for the Confederate Home at
Pewee Valley.
The following officers were elected:
President. Mrs. Mary Dowliug Bend.
Lawrenceburg; first vice premident.
Mrs. Thomas Smith, of Harrodsburg:
second it. president, Mrs. (toggin
Matbv, of Maysville; third vice presi-
dent. Mrs. Lamm S. Givens, of (•yn-
thistle: recording secretary. Mrs. John
W. Mahan, of • Danville; _treasurer,
Jamey; Camp. of Louisville; historian.
Mrs. (•. C. Leer, of Paris; registrar,. yards.
Miss Mary ('rut,-her, of Winchester:
chaplain. Mrs. Peter Thornton. of
Newport; vice chaplain. Mrs. Math..
Bruce Reystoldn. of Covington; cus-
todian of crosses, Mrs. James M. Ar-
nold. or-Covington.
The chamber of the house of rep-
resentatives presented a splendid
scene of color and beauty when the
Daughters of the..Confederacy met for
their eighteenth annual convention.
Mrs. Mary Dowling Bond. state presi-
dent, presided.
DAUGHTERS OF
CONFEDERACY
MONUMENTS WILL BE ERECTED
1 
1 0  Arbor Day. 
Ns (k.v , Cr .' eery issue a procianite
lion desienkillia NoveniL.-r 6 am At bur
:lay anti 15111115 1.11/4/11 teal hers slut' pie
-ils In colleges and coma ..... schools
to observe iii.. eday by platitin eelle it
and appropriate exercises and the pet]--
pie 'generally to take moren  tha (astral____1.-...... - .
TWO HUNDRED DELEGATES ARE 
1 ti ferret In forest ry' work litalw
Forenter J -.E. Berton and State Super
ROYALLY ENTERTAINED
impudent itarkedele Hamlett are cit.
AT FRANKFORT. deavoring to maks. Arbor day ilex year
notable itullettim are being sent out
444the school* urging oireer`velion of
the day In the course of his totals
illation Gov McCreary says.
G ..... of
Cared
of Confederacy,
131,ot tl Frtinkrot Corr ongrontl. nr•
l k tint Com ri but ions to funds
for the i c-rition of monuments on bat-
tlefield% and elseettere will hot be
made Ii) the members of the Kentucky
Divialon. United Daughters of the Con-
federacy, until the graven of the vet-
Verdict of $10,000.
A $11Y:000 verdict in favor of Eitie
Wheeler_ in the Grant Circuit -Court
against the Cincinnati. New Orleans &
Texas Pacific railroad for the '2 of
a foot at Corinth. June 2, 1912. was re-
versed in an opinion by Commissioner
Clay. Wheeler, who was 1.4 years old,
applied for a position as fireman and
was given written permission to ride
011 engines and learn the cork. tie
rode from Ludlow to Corinth on a
light train and got off there, he said,
under the advice of the engineer, to
catch a heavy freight, being informed
foreatrY of_the various states, and now
thirty states have some kind of or-
ganization for forestry work.
"I all upon the people to give more
attention to the observation of Arbor
day in Kentucky than hart been given
heretofore I not only desire the stu-
dents of all the colleges to take an
active interest in the setting out of
trees, but the pupils of every common
school in the state could 'render irn• 
seinense service by each of them t-
ting out (1110 tree on Arbor day.
'Schoolhouse yards, home
public roads, pastures and fields
should be beaut-ified with trees Our
natural forests are diminishing, and
we must not only save what is left
of the forests, but we must. reforest
the cut-over, the burnt-over and the
unforested districts of the state."
Far Reaching Campaign.
Mrs. Cora 1Vilson Stewart, president
of the Kentucky Illiteraity Commis
sion, has been compelled to cancel a
week of teachers' institute dates in
order to remain in her office and keep
up with the work. Ten stenographers
have been working as hard aa.t.hel
could, issuing bulletins and -maintain-
ing correspondence connected with the
widespread organization of the schools
and the financial campaign, which will
start in November. It is believed that
the aim of the commission to have
2,000 -moonlight" schools in opera-
tion. with 100,000 adults in attendance,
will be realized. Grayson county, for
instance, has 101 such schools, and
several other counties have from fifty
to seventy-five.
that the trains could slow down for Mrs. Stewart is receiving daily in
the cut. lie attempted to swing on her mail letters--the first ever written
an engine bound for Ludlow and failed by grown-up people—telling her ,that
and repeatedly tried to swing on cars they learned in the moonlight schools
as they flew past, being knocked ,down how to-read and write, and expressing
every time, until finally- his foot-twas their appreciation of the commission's
crushed under the Wheels. lie sued work. Some of the correspondents
tinier the Federal Employers' 1./abil- are quite old. Most,of them tell their
it Act, age, and one of them, who wrote a
legible hand, said she was SO.
Must Comply With Law.
Fiscal courts, which have not em-
ployed grailuate veterinarians tinder
the act of 1-914, requiring them to ap.
point live stock inspectors. may find
they have handicapped their cn-
county inspectors, in an effort TO pro-
tect the stock raisers. Complaints
,have been received here from Cinvin-
nati anti elsewhere of Kentucky cattle:
Nine Get Certificates.
—Nine- of -tbe---twenty-t hree applicants
passed the state examination at Berea
tituents in the shipment
- of stock to 
for graduate pharmacists' certificates
and five for assistants at the meeting
other statt•A. While the ordinary in-
o
speetor may satisfy thi. 
-Kentuckyf the State Board of Pharmacy at
Berea, from which J. W. Gayle, the
laws, embargo of other elates on un- secretary, has just returned. The
inspected live stock, will affect not graduate pharmacists are: Robert B.
only interstate shipments from the Creech. Louisville: Charles S. Bar-
counties he king properly qualified tholemew, Newport; E. W. Foertmey-
veterinarians,-..but also shipments into
er. Bellevue; George L. Holliday. Pa-
trying 
sections7oT the state, which are:
ducith: Orin Lee and William S
to rtiaintain commercial rela.1
I Schultz, Middlesboro; Herbert T.
lions with tilt' outside world. Dr. Mus- Ransdale, Dwenton; John B. Robin.
seiman, state veterinarian is inquiring '
carefully into the qualifications of the. 
son., Georgetown. and E. C. Rowan,
Richmond. Assistants are: W. J.
lierp. Louisville; N. D. Aitken. Flton-
ingsburg; A. B. Brooks. Paducah;
Jamen- NteQuown. Glasgow, and 0. R.
passed by local inspectors as free 
Ware, Middlesboro. G. 0. l'atterson.
Hawesville. was eitcted prenident of
front tuberculosis, being found to have
the disease 
the board and C. L. fliPhl. of -Louis
.
t We. imalified as a member.
Appeal Is Lost,
Norman M Couty. who sited State
Auditor Bosworth in the Franklin Cir-
colt court to compel: him to tray back'
to county Sriso lb taxes he paid on lOo
shares in the American Tobacco Co...
valued at $::0490, lost on his appeal.
Cooly was sued in Warren county by
Auditor's Agent Karl Huntsman. who
recovered judgment . ('out y con-
tended that the company paid (axe;
on its property and the assessment
of his stock was double taxation. The
court of appeals, affirming judgment
•l'if the Franklin Circuit Court. held
that the matter at issue was res ad-
Judicata, and that this method of pro-
cedure was not available, because the
auditor is not authorized, to review as-
sessments, which his paying hack the
money to Cooly would amount to.
lodge liannah wrote the opinion.
Verdict For Family.
The court of Appeals aferirted a ver-
dict of Sici.1411 in the Montgomery Cir-
rue Court against the Chesapeake -4k
Ohio for the death of Matt Kelly, an
engineer, who Was killed in 1911. It
was Om second trial. The first tithe
she family recovered $111,000. The ver-
dict under the federal 14mployetal,lia-
bno?; so a as apportioned. $7,040 go-
ing • to the widow, and .the remainder
AEU $lam
'telly WTI,
Tom Kelly $4.171% Richard Kelly
U.459. ?edge Nunn wrote the opinion.
•
. Will Hear Complaints.
. The Kentucky State Railroad Corn'
. rtilinilon will hear complaints as to L.
& N. rates, in bread/Huffs and grains
used in manufacturing- distilling prod-,
, ucts et its sessions at Louisville.
• Charges that I.. & N. rates from Lou.
to Erdinetice on grains are dis-
criminatory in favor of distilling con-
cerns will be Made by the Eminence
Milling Co. Rates on distilling sup-
plies will be complained of by E. II.
Taylor. of Frankfort, who seeks repa-
ration in the sum of $6.700. The Ken-
tucky Distilleries and NVarehouse Co.
sivIts reparation in the sum of $40,000
for the payment of excessive t,sriffs
They charge PXCPSSiVe rates on\ dis-
tillers' supplies from la-mist ille to a
Dumber of Kentucky. points.
Suit to Cancel Contract,
Mrs Nellie Mei% Me, widow of
Judge D. Redwine, won in the court
of appeals • in her suit to cancel a con-
tract with hor husband whereby she
surrendeml her dower •rights and ac-
cepted two houses and lots in Jackson
rald WOW, ills estate was valued at
00,000 and by hie:Levi-II and codicil
Judge Redwine left the property to
his minor children for life. with re-
Mistinder to his 41111111Piel and 111111ere in
411141-113Plif-11111 (+fifteen diad—w
issue The site claimed his' Wage
Rit16.4tri.S.71, 40,11,q45,000 si
•••moipotoor
-.-••••••'••••••••••••,-
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Too cat SAVE IIIONIT BY
. WRARING W. I.. DOUGLAS gnu.
Poo 31 rears W. L. D.,..ntwo boa ntred lie
Val,* b \not's. his wawa ..a4• nasal pm*
W....• an wirer, Worth 1•11017.01 f IS.. ..
4r....,i. 1,..5...=......ilitis,.........,.....‘,...47.61..... ...1
,or (wont we het lar•elkW V. 1.• 15.511. 
wt•Ark and Ina bleb anode bare wenti, Cow World (hueIWO
intaaratind wily rbtrt ItwIt 1... 31 ....,41..!4 13311
tribe W  asS 7.1/!=wr'sirros•" we r s51. NH Wer isle to p.,.,
WIrially.wwror in.o1 from foolery. Albums WIN tnnwr
Mors Postage trot. In tn. t n Wore. /two Ill..-
eratr.s. L. 1)..)14.1 1.• II, 115 Spark la.. Irstaristr. llwrib.I otwlwa•bowtar how to or br sea
F you feel that
you are smoking
too many cigars,
try Fatima ciga-
rettes. They cost
less, last longer, and are
more wholesome.
6,6142:iiffrweVia.. es,
Discharged an Obligation.
An old lady was greatly frightened
when the train thundered into the tun-
nel
"Do you think." she asked the tick-
et collector, "the tunnel is perfectly
safer
-Don't be afraid, madam," replied
the waggish collector. "Our company
got you in this hole, and we're bound
to see you through."
No Trouble.
"And you actually went to ask old
Bollinger for his daughter's hand"
"Yes. I did."
"How'd you get along"
"Fine Not the least bit of trouble
He talked war talk all the time I was
there, and never gave me a chance to
say a word"
St. Petersburg.
The city of St. Petersburg i recently
renamed Petrograd-by the czart was
founded by Peter the Great in the
year 103. He called It the "window
through which he could look out upon
Europe"
Her Reason.
Tom --Why were you weeping in
the picture show!
Jess-- It was a moving picture —
Judge
Disappointed Wife.
-Just my luck' Sez 'e can't go to
the froat because 'm's a married man."
—London Opinion
FOUND OUT.-
A Trained Nurse Discovered Its Effect.
No one is in better position to know
the value of food and drink than a
trained nurse
Speaking of coffee, a nurse in Pa
writes "I Used to drink strong cof-
fee myself, and suffered greatly from
headaches and indigestion.
"While on a Nisi: to my brothers I
had a good chance zia try Postum, for
they drank it altogether in place of
coffee After using Postum two weeks
found I was much benefited and
finally my headaches disappeared and
alsq the indigestion
-Naturally 1 have since used Postum
among my patients. and have noticed
a marked benefit where coffee has
been left off and Postum used
"I observe a curious fact about'
Postum when used by mothers. It
greatly helps the flow of milk In cases
where toffee is inclined tr. dry it
up, and where tea causes nervousness.
"I find trouble in getting servants
to make Postum properly But when
it is prepared according to directions -
On package and Served hot with
cream, it is certainly a delicious bev-
erage" ,
Name given by Apstum Co.. Battle
Creek. Mich. Read "The Road tO
Wellville." in pkgs.
Postum comes in two forms-
Regular Postum—must be .well
boiled. 15c and 20c packages
Instant Postum—is a soluble _powder.
A teaspoonful dissolves quickly In a
cup of hot water and, with cream and
sugar. made ir delicious beverage
stantly. nfle and Eine tins.
*The nal cup ot both atatia
-about Ai same. ,
"There's • Reason" for Foetus..
—sold by Glow&
or .
• MEV..
:r•
t
•
4
•.•
:
•
et,
T, ing of,his little son, nni 
daUgli- his prison cell, the higher et urts
ter, drove Dietz VS desPeration. decided that, after rill, it • %sex;racy, D:etz arid no. the "lumber bass Tickling in the throat. hearse-solves gravtl, cures diabetis, hickory trees the pointi of the He entered a 
government riser-
leaves have taken a Fauey up- vation and killed a man whO-nad rons" who owned the land.wesit and latti4 hacks. rheuma- o -ass I f • i• sso
•••••••, •••
THE NEW BLOUSES
ARE N-OW ON DIS-
PLAY—
Satin Duches
Ctepo de Chino
nee and Chiffon
$2.50. $3.50. $4.00
and $5.00 323 Broadway Paducah, Ky.
CHILDREN'S COATS
IN ALL —THE NEW
MATERIALS--
THE GREY
CHINCHILLA IS 1111
LATEST NOVELTY
$2.50 to $10.00
EXQUISITE STYLES
MARVELOUS VALUES
I UST returned from lsiew York and we
ti are a little bit ,hesty about the
assortments of the yiew garments we'll
have on disOay ift a iew, days.
thlit portray the last word-vf fashion.
COATS that have superior points Aelegance.
DRESSES just out of the tlesigners hands.
Every material and color that's new, all made by
artists in their several lines, AND ABOVE ALL
THE PRICES VERY REASONABLE
A call will be •ippreciated and you agree with
us, that every statement we make is correct.
yourg brother and Fist, r,
attack sd oiSte county ineiti. Th
loother an-I I, la:t4at: W.ST". glOVer.
ly wounded. erre apt d.
si-yetosold outlaw :tint! murdeatr
e as a reward for such filial (It vo
Lien? -Wwlf, cessider 14t:•9
additional 'act:
'The slatnshter Wits nd Years the world for_
grandchild•ere and the v.nonti- gotten the wretched old 'mon in
Ns-et
•
• .
 • "1,..; 0‘.. .4 -.6
saaannasswawaenes-ranolgata
THE MURRAY LEDGER
O. J. JENNINGS, Eprrtm.
illahar.d th.. poot,,inoe at bt tarty% ZoituolY, tor transmission throng t,
th., watts sit ••nouti eta.. matter
THURAPAY. in'Tlutrit L.,4 1914
W66 have a very large [amount
tsld Newspaperri on hand. and
in 6irder to get them out of our
was at once we have decided
'ft.' the next thirty days to pell
'bent at Half Price. Cadiz Rec.
orsi.
How delightfully pleas i ng
waist this announcement be to
the people of Cadiz and Trigg
county. Just think, old news
papers at half price. Smash!
Bang! Down comes the high
cost of living kertlopf Every ing to avoid the freezing point
kitchen safe can now dawn a below the surface.
wew-hrring: every rag carpet can Thick moss and lichens on the
IlisaM a new mattresis and a fel. tree trunks in the forests say to
bra can afford to carry one or the woodchopper that some un-
two around with him in his in. : seen force is providing oddities..
nide vest pocket. What noblelal cover against the biting wind
that is later on to blow.!allows those Lawrence boys.
And the goosebone prophet,
•Indications of an approach- the learned seer whose word is
int wedding," runs a headline law to many believers, he finds
in a .riscent issue of the Mayfield that the Michaelmas goose wt re
Messenger. Prithe, my good an exceedingly thick coat of
fellow Lemon. will Plea" se' down under is outer feathers,
iwaint an anxious public the a species of Mich.: nick and long-
natward symptoms of the near- sleeved flannels that will bid de-
lve's of such an event'? fiance to the coldest day.
Also the breastbone of the
A headline in • the St. Louiil
Ro-lic reads: "Dried 
Apeies l fowl was just a little more curv-
!ed than • usual,, cupping itself
Will Swell Exports." The boy , s
who has imported the sante char- ',,Pnhe-C'''llg'Y 
afound the vital
1's-internal revenue.' _ And it had
3eter of fruit can tet;tifY -to- the'
, a suggestive- blu.e cast in •the
:Toth contained in the lines.
color, and is marked by certain
_spots that have a mystic mean-"Much ado About Nothing."
very correctlyidescribes the atti- ring.
And putting all of these to-tutF of' the CSalz Record toward.
,etthtrthe seer took:- wiete and
iseriotra and says: "A cold win-
TEXAS WONDER. ;ter, with-a snowy Christmas."
the inine apparel.
the birds and squirrels during a
long siege of frost and Ire, ze.
Further provision of this sort is
noted in the aburulance of per-
simmons an11 of holly, shumac
and swamp dogwood berries, on
which the hungry wood tenants
come to feed.
Things that burrow in the
ground, bugs and grubi ard
doodles, are said to be going
deeper than usual, The idea be-
."Plenty of wind this season,"
Teas Wonder cures-kid- izaY the nut-gatherers: For
dia. where the frost has touched thenel bladder trouble,
ward turn, and that presagestism, and irregularities of the
wind storms. When the seasonkidneys and Kadider beth men
is to be calm the -frosted leavesand wornen. Regulates bladder
grow limp and drop their tipstrxsables in chil&en. If not add
by ssour druggist. milt be. sent by downward. Leslie Pie's wife died of
snail on receips cf $1.0s. One And so on antl. oi. go the signs grief for her murdered children. trons who from the clientele of
and omens, women s clothing be Leslie himself hai no purpose the W. I. Swain Snow Co. theo-small bottle is two months' treat-
ing the only exception: The -left in life, except to help his ughout the length and breadthrelent, and seldom fails tst perfect
a core. wonien do not follow the exam- convict father. - . of the land have universally. ct n-Send for Kentucky
Isest-setonials. - Dr. E. W. 
nap, p'e of the gouge and tree... for Two years ago he -started on. ceded to this-well conducted
been Jointed out to him as the
slayer of his wire. Itiet
was arrested and sent to prieon
for life.
they put on no extra -29161 ve Street,' St. Louis. Mo. •ll°" ° :ii tour of the United States, on ganizeti,in the tlatterieg sobri-
Sold- by druggists.— in AS to ward off the fros: bite. ! foot, to tern- publis support for moat .." II e eissatichofthem All." is is it e. e.,.. I: te le— se I Ay,.
in spitesor-the warnings, fhi"Tjea--partion. Ile has wa:ked 11.- '1'o P. id' I sited Se"Ilie of those Is lialliii" : '' ̀ t'l• t'' A 1 t. -.11:V,t1 -
.Ferecuts for %flier. ''"'''  'i" -i wi I continue to Wear low , rs..1 Msgi.00ri,i: t•,-tIo- N...shoes ifrOtt miles and visi Led every state , familiar with popular fosrms of
and no flsnnels, - to.- leave , in the orlon.. The other day he amusement it is not a...question
•CD410Cp4K....--).0.C.›400411K:=XO
(*) 0. H. Clopton
PHYSICIAN
Bat H 'PHONES
KIRKSEY, - KENTt CKY
weeses.,:esswcznoco•e--u>ss
•
wcenw.CsnaneCilr=004ES:Wensae,
ett Vet 01 1... : I 11 • lc RThe esseeee students and goose- their wishbones out to the! reached .New York City with fordeep cantemplation Why this rtian r• !if, mu'bow 6, a v e been at work-- wwzither: fOr tSey ase svornen13.000.000 sienatures to his peti- I organization has met with sue-, .iasrs sr -ii II 
forecasting weather for thassand not geese! I tion, including many congress- 
I
icess. it,•alli.tti mai J. .N. •i-
men and nearly every governor., quoting a criticism printed in lesso rs of Ma, r-
He is row ..valking to Washing-
ton to see the president.
And should President Wilson
winttr seas-.n. flUn e result is niess the forecasters hre
a ursited pred:ction ttr a cold wrong and the indications, go'
ti away this will be the coal man's!
!
X "-whit6 Christ-mks" is the' season of .plenty, and the cold1
The Isis W. I. Swain Show Co.rnany
Headed 'US$ Way.
e- -
:The tens and hundreds of
thousands of eithusiastic pa-
once); are given in the iargwt
tent ever constructed' for a. s to:-
Ste U, ll'eb
with the new discovery, " sant-
Leek," thus eliminating any
ehance of unpleasant results
!non the eantices of the wca'h-
.T.
..O .
IIK- 40C-J•CoS•s-...•_SO4CSDOC:>0
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IrCSalleCsKssilee."-sills..S.APC.O4PC-Per
F. BERRY
DENTIST '
Office. Over P toff,se in Cit-
isens gank Boiliing.
Both 'Phcrv.:s 26
r4et.,1 of BA LIAlf.ISS 1101:1-:
'OUND SYISUP.: It eases the
lungs, quiets'th cough arid re-1
,tores health in' the bronchial'
tshee. Pri 15s, :ine and S1.00
per: bottle. Sold by Dale S.: Stub-
,
blefield.
Onler oi Election,
ral!ownly ca,unfv, and- 111-
seteSeral verdict. and each gives;
?season for so declaring.- FOY'.
incvstrisse the tint-of door pro-_
pinete. fanners ans! looters and
nroonsmen who have watched
h - • ' ' i ..; .
the sUexandria. - I La.) -Thwri 'i'sti. ti,;'os,
(
tsr;..t liVtiti tilt(' )t itt.tIti ,:i.: : .:1...1,-,
...... -v., 1' it!iiiV I AS- 1 - olt!,, S.' .
IOPieti.' of a recent date, the . by them,.. fv•-; and mot.. e Office in Farmers &1 ,
Merchants Bank Bldg; writer, after .a careful review of ..41Jer r,..141.-at., itt1.1 it.al •t.t, r. .4
rthe performance of the night osiia Di-aria .1-kit;',4 th.• e.,urt •,.. ‘) osURRAT. - kEpirrucat
, - 
before, gives; as his opinion. "1"k" 1 h" I '-'-' s"rY "1-'14' ("1. ii•,
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the natural phenomena tor years
say the weeds have gi own very
 bigh this year and are heaviiy
ei'itvith and the nut
tree .ere Untl.;Uaily well fruited.
Is which indisate that
Nat tr. Stt oslieg for
Silver of Quality
.7)
on your etyr,
ni4srnenti-V14
pattern. but.re-
tnignher fruratnitty
as the m &impor-
tant featt.re.
1847
!MRS BROS.
• it.- nano ,•an.p.,1 on
the bleb of spoons. forlo,
And I. ney ,erving Inerr,
an 'dog. plate mi; graven
quality-
"S. Irrr Plate ,
I ekst Nears"
Widelat Ind, for chnie•
oilere.' to the man,
loutsite letiurna.
•••old by he ding dialers
everTwher • Send for
Catalog t e
abowiiis all
th.;igna.
11 -ii ItRRE
wave flag will be worked .over-'egrant his -prayer and free thin
Justice For an Outlaw.
Millions of men alv women •
have-signed a petition asking,
the president to pardon John E.
Dietz. -"the atlaw of Camel-en
Dam." Millions more would
sign that petition if they had a
chants?.
Ten years ago a group of so- 
ealled-"itimber baronswtried to.
• "CUT
gain possession of the 1,5,10 :se, ii
aores held by Dietz in -Northern
Wisconein. . The coort decided
that thes "trust" owned Diets's
;ant!. Dietz insisted tlnit it was
is, and defied the aathorities
to evict him. •
Officers were sent to -oust the
family. The ,Dietzes barricaded
tOemselves and fought rose af-
tor posse. John Dietz evaded
:,rrest for, years. INIcre than One
invader was sh4t. Naturally
bitter feuds developed. ,
Leslie Dietz. a 'married son,
helped to defend his father's
home. One day when his two
small chidren were -playing in
the yard they were Shot and
killed by. an attacking part-y.
Their grandmother • ilia to help
them. and sha tot, was killed.
:...i?itortly--afte7ward Leslie. with a
Corns Quit, Pains
St "G t Itop, 6 • e s-
stststsettete. eseett..notite. einsiseatesuniaseeassaatesaa• tit ha_ h.• Yir.I Murrsot  ea' - 3 
issastassio._ •
-issue It is sold itt-ra by II. I.. or one •Ala week, commencing, A t•op).3t16.-4 - I: Upstairs Alen Salting
Comb. 'Phon.• No. 102. -
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: Eye, Eat, tiost and Throat 1'
otots. The corn is than doomcd as
if you think this sounds too good. to I
t e big railroadequipment, re4i‘nizIri.esdiri:,tilibt;oieluirtii;iiinilisilintlili: ntShrivels There. no Tulin.- fusR. Of
be true try it tuniaht on tiny curry ,s010 band and orchestra and ro-
1
"
lpertoire Of new royalty dismes- oi• allcalltu447.1ry 
o.risb urn, n
t.1°.I • to. druggists
that shift th,•ni..40.1vt a 000; 3 our .4...(1 during the Swain shows.is a "11"wss ("Hos- K"littifkY•corn, *_eontraptioh! rral:tet 11 bun- '211 tiky beftal, ett I i it atile of your toe an,‘ prves right dowat striking evidence of their corn-
Qait Finders, Selves and What-SSots.
After tattif0; • •-;i:T T an,  3ou
the following reasons wit tl "1""'"'"" 1 '!1'. V.V favor of in A! h.: it- wawa ful f.'sI V. I. Swain Show-I-Tire so p iii opu- note. t,r imy „les IIK:DIK:DisciKZAOCAPCsOCAP
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I . f..r 'interest is not transpiring. An of ( .)ia 041111t I tent
T.B. House
Physician and  Osteopath
t:ly Orin- • • • "I ' is thot f'• r•t orchestra of ten pieces. enlivens iss Itilitch .041.1 OFFICE' IA:Daniel Howse.,ure, curtiin tv'qw. the interest „between the -acts -OW e..urt ‘1,411-adi'44;44'V-
y.
and short addresses are given t" 'r•IY 11'1" ..• ,-
-isirmortunely by Mr.. W..1. .Swain ' e --el se --
relating to the. current bill and
. thene to be seen during the rest
of the-serigngement. Mr. Swain, i tee, N.-2;2;1,1,a -„
in his initial remarks last right, Iva teses.,..0 s it• eettisr sine
' disclaimed any desire to ela,s 1.1'''' I" 'I" ' Ili" eas sr.
his attraction with those charg- "tesi I".  it, • it
ing $'1.59 for a-seat, but he has ‘"ny''„site s , ,s iltr
beenst+Pids-many times that his sett t • • sint eie ta,..-
hows give his patrons qual sa tee et -f.'s.- lezal %eon. is
enjoyment. The performances . N"4• 3-"i
ore thoroughly clean, free .froneels:1",1,'""Y 1̀ ',"thiokY• • It
pf.pre rt .w1:1 1, • I • • 1 I
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LOCAL and PERSONAL
‘'ery Hi rices Paid for
Poultry and 1 next week.
T. J. Holco 101ts.!
Teachers don't fail to try for
the flag offered by th • insnu•
ment Committee.
Mrs Cliff nel Molugin, of
Jackson, Tenn., is the iciest of
her m ftti is Mrs. Wall, thit
week.
Every up-toelate stilted build.
ing should have a flag. Don't
let this oppor,unity to get one
go by. -
, For Sale.- 3 Novi iif beef cat-
tle; 13 head of h( op 3 porkers7
and 10 shoats. W I Bryant, 6
miles north of Mu ay. 10222 -
Timber n /Wanted.-- 40 to
SO rieres, p erably in sseith•
west part of e county. Fin•
ney & ltya
Ladies Will I' ti 
A rest room
prepared for th and you are
welcome at the iw 5; 10 and
25c Variety Sto e.
— The Callowa County Woman
Suffrage League will have speak•
ing at tho-court hoies. by some
able speakers from Paducah
Monday, Oct. 24, at 2 o'clock..... .
Farmers. machanjem. limed-
ers, laborers rely on' D . Thom-
as' Electic Oil. Fin for ruts,
burns, bruises. Sho be kept
in every home. 25c and ',be.
Mrs. F. E. Melleynokle. of
Lynnville. Tenn., arrived in the
city the past week to be the
guest of her parente, Rev. Pick-
ens and wife. _
Misses Una Broach and Ethel
Farmer invite you to look
through their line of milinery
before buying. Over the new
10c Store Everything new.
F. P. Stum, of Madisonville.
Ky., former cashier of the Citi-
THE
PRUDENT
Af.4.41 HAS
11/S MONEY
r/ez•
Have YOU go
:essly tucked away in
If so. coma) in
mind.
lens Dank, of this city, wits in
Murray ill e wrek transactihg
bu +Int ss
Mrs. Herbs rt Cole, was In
Murray Sunday to see the shy,..
pound boy et, Mr. and Mrs. lb ta
bert It fliely. Benton Tribune-
Democrat.
Dyepepitia is me a's cunai.
To reetore I s on, Id normal
weight, good 
a
he
the blood, use (lock Illood
Batons. sold at all drug stores.
Price $1.11).
De Will Mason left the Nib r
pert of the pi St week for Ro-
chester, M inn., end Battle erns k -
hitch , where he will spend sev-
eral tlays upon professional bus!.
nese
all drug stor9S.
•
Bilious? Feel hcavi after din-
ner? Hiner tustell Cumpleion
sallow? Liver ',shops needs
waking up. Dome's Itellots for
bilious attacks. 25 cents at all
stores.
Edgar llo'csmls of Peril ville.
Tenn., has been in the county
the past week the guest bf his
father. S. C. Holcomb, who has
been ill for the past sevtral
dabs.
Mrs. John Miller and Mrs.
Don Nix, of the Green Plain
section, left the. 12th inst. for
Washington, where they
will spend the next six weeks
the guest of relatives.
Mrs. Kitty Pace and family of
Wadesboro, are moving to town
this week, and will occupy the
It. M. Neale residence. We are
glad to welcome these good peo-
ple to our town.—Hardin Enter-
prise.
KEYS am SEA S.-1h S e'ec-
t ion offi !ere qu feted to de-
liver all keys, ale, etc., to the
County Cler , a once. Please'
du not ne lect his. -ii. C.
Oroachs,C.'C. C. etnref
• Fcrtilizers; \Be re making
your purchase ciN eat fertiliz-
er it, will be to y r interest to
see W. M. WesV lie is in a po-
tion to furni4t Ou the best
grades fresh ,from the factories.
E. N. Holland, who left here
some ten days ago on a prospect-
ing tour of Oklahoma has locat-
ed at Lehigh, where he will
make his home and enter upon
the practice of law. His family
will follow at an early date.
The name- Dan's inpires con-
fid4nce—Doim's Kid ey Pills for
kidney ills. ' Doe a Ointmena
for skin it.hing./Doan's Reg-
lets for a mild Jitive. Sold at
11 
I.
's-Z7n--
oy money ,HJOD'EN or sa:
OUR HOUSE? •
nc\BANK it and have peace of
When you ep money in yOurs\house. you are
not only in dange of losing it by }-*L., but ITORG-
LARS have a ay Of l'spotting.: the, ihoose in which
money iS hidde and you may also lose your LIFE.
•
Make OUR bank YOUR bank.
We payt interest on time deposits. ,
ITIZIENS. BANk
WHAT
MOTHERW,
NEED
Too maul, &owners strugglv
undvr pains und uchvs.
They urv akk-- but week,
nvrvous. Irraybk.
sqfh that blood-
ettrtigtk, 111,i! toes by takIna
SCOT rb CAUL 1014. It also
stremitarns ills to, altts the ap-
peals, 111111 1,111‘ k• th decline
Owlfs or morAor I foully
ait foolli run cluuir., 3 173
&MAXON mit 1...11.1 At, ow.
SHUN SUISTITUTLII.
Lon Isivett, a well known cit
izen of the Hien section of the
county, died the past week af-
ter a lingering Illness, Ile was
about 75 years of age and one of
the best known citizen's of that
section of the county.
December (2')th ch. se the con•
test for the schoal flag. The
Monument Committee urges that
all the teachers begin at once to
enlist not only pupils, but pa-
trons and trustees of your dice
trict, in this gooi work.
Cmirtney Bdcher, of Galiver.
Fla , has been in the county the
past week the guest of relatives
and friends. Mr. Belcher - is a
former resident of. this county
and is noes engage] in the tim-
ber and lumbn- business in Flo
rids.
s -Mrs Sam Givens, of the New
Providence section of the county
died Tuesday night after a lin-
gering illness. . She was about
20 years of age and a very splen-
did christian woman. Hot death
brings sadness to a wide circle
of relatives and friends.
Land to rent or so] or ea-
change, large ft m fin, small one
or town -propert /Also house
hold and kitchen rniture for
young married pop s live five
miles south of/Mu ay, Ky.--
Write W. R. Hirt, M rray, Ky.,
route 5. 102'1.5p.
The 0. T. Hale an Co. adver-
tisment in this issue of the Led-
ger and their advertisment of
last week are worth the careful
reading of every thinking man
and *man in this county. If
you have not read these adver-
tisments look them up today and
give them a careful reading.
Dr. C. 0. Gingles, C. H. Red.
den, of this place, Dr. E. B.
Houston, of Hazel, W. I'. - Dula-
ney and John Hurt, of KirkseY.
and John A. Howlett, of Mar,
attended the one hundred and
I
fourteenth ennual meeting of
the Mason grand lodge in Louis-
ville this week.
When the chest feels on fire
and the throat burns, you have
indigestion, ar.d you need HER.
PINE to get rid of the disagree-
able feeling. It drives out bad-
ly digested food, strengthens
the stomach and purifies the
bowels. Price 50c. Sold by
Dale & Stubblefield.
I A package containing :S240
I worth of tobacco stamps address-
ed to J. D. Rowlett, was stolen
from 'the postoffice last Sunday.
Mr. Rowlett offered a ten dollar
reward for their restairn and
Tuesday .two boys found the
stamps in'fhe lot at the rear of
the Citizens Bank. .The stamps
had been almost entirely- ds:
stroyed.
E. R. Cherry and Chas. We-
ford have purchased. the P. P.
trnderwood-store site, residence
and stock of goods at Cherry.
These gentlemen will erect a
brick building on the lot where
the store was recently burned
and will purchase a complete
stock of general merchandise.
In the deal Mr. Underwood gets
the Cherry farm. Mr. Wofford
copies to Calloway from Dover.
Mr. Jag. 'Richardson died last
Friday morning at his home just
south of theicity after a very
shorti , of pneumonia.
About ten days ago Mr. Richard-
son fell from. a, wagon_load_of
fodder and was quite-Painfitily
injured and later_ _tlesekined
pneumonia. He was one of the
splendid citizens of the county
and his sudden death is the
cause of general regret. He
was about 55 years of age and
is survived by a wife anti family.
%Var. Daniel is either a pond •
er a Mind_ reader. Tuesdas
night of this week the writer
had the pleasure of a successful
'possum hunt, and on reaching
his office Wednestlay morning
found that War had left him a
bunch of the finest sweet pots.
toes ever grown In the county.
In feet, the largest of the pota-
toes tipped the beam nt a little
more than 'seven pounds. Puz•
zle: -Guess whet we had fur din-
ner the next day?
Sunday at the home of the
bride's parents mar Crossland,
Zane Orr and Miss Eside Kuy-
Kendall were married. Esq. Orr
saying u simple and impressive
ceremony in the presence of on-
ly a limited number of :relatives
and friends. The bride is a
worthy and accomplished yuong
woman of the Crossland vicinity,
and the groom is the son of
Lynn Orr, and a salesman for
Mr. Crawford, dealer in general
merchandise at Jones Mill. The
happy couple will make their fu-
ture home near Jones Mill. -Pa-
ris Post Intelligencer.
Poultry Waatid.
Will load a car of Geese next
week. Days to receive, Oct. 22.
23 and 24th, and will pay 7 cents
per lb for full feathered geese,
9 cents for dux, 5 cents for cox,
10 cents for heats and springs.
Highest market price for eggs.
Rush your Geese and Dux to us
as this will be the only ear we
will run this iseaaon. It will
pay you to teke 7advantage
these prices. --eT. J. Holcomb Co.
Monroe Falwell Dies Suddenly.
Monroe Falwell, one of the
ft),X4t, widely known citizens of
the cOunty, died very suddenly
Tuesday of paralysis of the
heart. He was at the home of his
son, Noah Falwell, a few miles
south of Murray and was out in
the field in company with two
grand-daughters and wa.-;
carrying two pumpkins from the
field to the hotly. Mr. Falwell
, was 77 years of age and a very
• active citizen for his age. He
was a splendid citizen and was
held in- high esteem by hun-
dreds of friends. He is surviv-
'ed by a widow, four daughters
and three sons, besides many
other relatives. The burial took
place Thursday in the Gardner
' grave yard. .
All you Who have torpid liver,
weak digestion or constipated
bowels look out for chills. s The
;season is here and the air is full
lof the disease germs. The best
thing to do is to get your liver in
good condition aria purify ihe
stomach and bowels. HERBINE
is the right remedy. it answers
the purpose completely. Price
50c. Sold by Dale & Siubble;
field.
Speaking Fourth Munday.---"-
Announcement is made from
democratic' headquarters a t
Louisville that Hon. .Jas. g. Al-
lensworth, of Hopkinsville. and
other speakers will be here next
Monday and speak at the court
house in the interest of the dem-
ocratic party. A large crowd.
should hear these men discuss
the issues of the present cam-
About This Mail
Order Business
We desire to say, and to confess with shame that we
have not stopped all of it yet, and neither do we think we
would ever be able to stop all of it, and we doubt if the
combined etrenth of every merchant In Calloway county
would ever put an end to this practice of "ordering it."
This is a practice that only has its parallel in the dope
fiend, or the cocaine sniffer. When it once gets worked
In. and calloused over in your system, there is nothing
that takes the piece of It. ' We honestly believe that if
every merchant in Calloway county would sell his goods
at exactly one half the cost of production, at first hands.
n e othing would do som people but to "order it." We
We know that !sounds like "big business," and getting at
the bottom of things, and saving money, but does it do it,
We doubt it. One gratification that we have had since
our ad -appeared in this paper one week ago, is the num.
ber of people who have tola us, and have written us say-
ing that we were right aboutsahis mall order business. A
great many of our best customers say that they have been
"stung" their last time. No more "ordering it" for
them.
Now,.before you take us too serious about this matter,
we want to say that we are not "sore." We do not fear
mail order houses. We Invite al kinds of legitimate com-
petition, but what we do-object to, is thentan, or woman.
in Murray or Calloway county, who will resort to the
mail order houses, before giving their horns merchant a
chance to shotv them, that they can find the goods they
want at home, and that his prices are no higher, for the
same qualitY of goods, than the. merchant who does busi-
ness in the far awayecity. We make no great claims for
ourselves. None that we cannot live up to, but we do
claim to carry a large, and well assorted stock of goods.
We handle at all times, only the best goods in all lines.
We buy a great many of them from the mills, or the man-
ufacturers of them. We sell goods strictly for CASH.
We only have one price, and it is no trick at all to biag
goods right from us. We solicit the business of all
classes in Calloway county, strictly on the merits of our
merchandise, and on the basis of goods of the same qual.
ity of ours being sold as cheap as they can be bought for
from any city sture, or mail order house. If we cannot
prove this after you have given us a fair- trial, then we
say "go to it" and order it.
0. T. Hall& Company
l•nci./ duo bead adentawneoto w2I be accepted at the
rat. .4S cenb pre I.r.e ..d,1nm/rm. [sett woo& to Ise
hoe CANA nom accompany all *Mayo rso
00t I! AK, el le Il-i leas &au 10 camas Coital font W ll old!
and tenel etah web melee No fievaabas -ham loam man
tax axle to 0/4 one—
FOR SALE. Farit, of 47 acres. 7
miles non Iist lit.rra): 41) 
in'.
i
ctilti‘ation. fly w boty,e.
large tobacco isarti.. titer outbuild-
ings: I are gybd rchard, good
wells: north of V,se's camp ground:!
In high state culthation 16 Pounds Seger $1.00
goal fences. Wi\i sell on terms if,
taken within* days at a bargain. I
Writ.' te Saes'A. S. /1111,,ek, Murray. With each $5.00 cash purchase
.  I 
lo
. we will sell 16 pounds sugar for
felt thanke to many friends and
neighbor-1 for the kindnesses
shown and sympathy extended
to us during the last illness and
death of our dear father and
husband. It is our prayer that
each taf you may be blessed with
such clear friends when such a
sorrow comes into your lives,
and we also pray heaven's rich-
est blessings upon each.- Mrs.
T. J. Adams and children.
ing the civil war.
Governor Stuart's instructions
to the Attorney-General follow
correspondence between the goy-
, ernor and Mr. Morgan, in which
the governor, as directed by the
, general assembly, sought to per-
suade the holder of the will to
pal irn. return the document of his own
accord.
Sue far--Mrs. Washington's Will.
School House Flag.
Richmond, Va.. Oct. 20.—Thesss
state of Virginia will at once at- 'The Monument Fund Commit-
tempt to recover the will of Mrs.
Martha Washington from J. P.
Morgan of New York,' it is an-
nounced. Governor Stuart has
instructed Attorney-General .T.
G. Pollard to bring suit in the
Federal Courts for restitution of
the document to the public rec..
ords of Fairfax coonty. 'Fhe
will was removed from Virginia', -
while-Fairfax court house vas - We-desire to take this
occUPied by Federal troops dur- method of extending our
tee announce that they 'will give
school house tlag to the school
contributing the largest amount
to the; monument fund. The
flag is wool bunting 6 x 10 feet,
and can be seen at H. P. Wear's
drugstore. • ;
Card et Theab.•
_
$1..00.—Broach & Jones.
BUYING NUTS
I want to buy Hicko-
ry Nuts, Pecans, and
Black Walnus, also Sor-
ghum. There is a big
, crop of Nuts and Sor-
hum this year. You
can make—money b y
working on this deal.
will pay highest market
price et finis you offer your
goods !or sale. Write
R. W. McKINNEY
Second aid .Washipgtoe Sts.,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
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ThiAmbition of Mark Truitt
lv
UENRY RUSSELL MILLER
41.• Iwo op
1 111 St \s. 111(.111 It I I' HAMS*III PON PM 1.1.
MaNNIMANIk
Wavy 'WM. 11 Ii.  'he UgSgrelder. ill Company
Mark Truitt. .neoterag...1 by him •*001.
Sean, Cssitr Martin, 11.a.e• (1,1 list. himttedir• wee Me fortune 111110100ThUlri Sesli• nark that It long has
dreion lo see a glean plant at lieand tusks the sin to retorts andon. Ir h. weer g..ts ri.t. Mask *epilog InThema@ litentej, head of the .011.1.11 teellwerlos. for a lob and Is 4.4.4.1 to the mai-etru. sans Ills sueeess In that WHIMNina him • Ores, 40 helper lu Woman
Andirrtsaltl, open hearth furnscomass fittbecoes.s 4 10141,1er In ,.o.tane horn. 11114
agelete 111.1111111.11 sow In his studlaNkKash., an adopted daughter, shows hergralltudep In such a manner se In arouse
Nark's Interest In her Hoary work 1111lb.. Insets,. heat .if lb• furnace. esueseMark to eollsgse stet Keels ear.. tor
Wen litter litsissati also enersissiba andark gets hts )nb Malian reilselli0 ibis•tel 1,11. kil•rk In n#.41 snoth.r hoardinggq4.44. Irly• you. 014pirs duellist which
Mark has selraseed to the foremanship'while his labor am.. log doeloes hare made'bins Invaluable to the , twtny Is. the
'Woodiness K•sies halo married one Jimwhittrg Mark nowt• with an accidenterldels ,I..ensa him to tw • .•rIppl• for life
He returns to riethel intending to stay
'tiers U. finds t'nity shout to marry anether nom and wine her bassk l'allr
urge. IsIns so return to his work In th•Ht. Mark Howse rstodlt to wealth •relpaltry,. In the •1001 N101111400 hut the 44.•
enstsitions of his wife mai. th•Ir trlairle.1 sinhappy Ti. big stead liorroset•
eitre secretly •nslons to get hold sto, itin the Iroquois' Iron company, sisitts....1
to by worthless@ TInietto
sleek flasoielai tusetet•nce from Mark nisithe. latter hors la's.s.lhouse'a Irotesolastock at a sabsis fls,re Ibuiley for, weOnto to let Nark ttari. stock Its the
If Ise does nob tis will Ins. both IlseITI
ultihr V pane. through • throat Hint
SYNOPSIS. l you want in dis 11111/1041111111, YOU tall
I bond in.' a hundred dollar." -
'Lend, evidently, was ft 'endive'
Is lii
Whist will you do still, Hist'. veer It was IS years since he had seenWiriness Of course I *III. I *Ish Ruse alley, but he found the way asyen d ticked iii« something harder though hi. had taken 11 but yeetterela)Cuitie along to the bank " Ile diet, up at the mouth of a uarThe bauk was • feat blocks away row shallow event and giving theMark linproted the time by ..king lb. fvsns to hls man, got down front thedetails of Homan is circuutstaitesse. trap
Note stilletteass nut lifted to the A (ea chileirvis dirty, mallets underprospect of money, aliss•riel shortito ailed had bowie playing lit the courtIt was a pitiable steer of descent of With difficulty for they had notIke gradual dissipation of the raving* his tongue red were afraid of theOf Heenan 5 wake >tears and the swift 'et twitter, he learned from them infailure, through idleness aid tem much
',robot, of his mental posers. leaving
him and Henke dependent upon Mute,
scanty and uncertain earnings
Where," Mark asked, as they en-
tered the bank, ' do you live tem*"
HOOP Alley"
'Rose  Mark stopped short.
-Me od."
"What does your sort know of It?"
' Quite enough Come alone
A fee minutes letter they were Iii
thee .treat again, l'iott the rit.het by
the sum he had asked
CHAPTIIX XV--Continutel.
It ass the loss satisfying heCi411110 his
forepaw the end of • chapter Ile had
spent himself In body he sea no
longer capable of lung intenao appli-
cation, he had fallen back upon the
invalid's last resort, drugs, in mInd--•
the creative faculty seemed dead, that
very morning a young man in the mills
had announeed an Important invention
that was to have been Truitt's mag-
num opus and upon which his sterile
brain had labored in vain, In soul-
lie could no longer dream And for
reward he had -the dry fuel of a tri-
aituph be mould not settee and the pros.
peat of an empty, useless, discontented
future.
• He Was • critic, you see; but not
esf himself. The %odd was out of
Joint
Passers-by were diverted from their
awn cares by the sight' of a well-
dressed man stamping his cane on
the pavement and muttering aloud:
"All evil fate Pursues me. Other men
do as I do, desire as I desire and find
content Why can't I be contented-
sad happy?"
A thousand faces streamed past him,
unrecognized and unrecognizing Then,
at a corner where two currents
dammed each other, appeared one
that seemed oddly familiar It was of
an undleitinguished homeliness, pasty
pale. morose, matching well the gen-
eral shabbiness of its owner At first
Mark. confused bY the dirty brown
beard, did oot recognize him
The man had no doubts. At sight
pf Mark an evil glitter sprung into
pie sullen eyes.
"You!" .
By the hate that had lived ,through
!fifteen years Mark placed hlw
"Plotr Andzrejzski!"
"Peter Anderson," the man cor-
rected him.
' That's a good American name. I'd
forgotten you had a preference." Mark
smiled and held out a friendly hand.
"How are you, Peter-Anderson?"
The hand was ignored. -When-
Anderson sneered, his homeliness be-
came almost grotesque.
"Siuce you're 00 interested, I man-
age to keep alive."
-How do you manage It?"
"I'm a comkositor on the Outcry-
when there's any money for an issue."
"The Outcry?"
"You'll hear of it yet It's the paper
Of our Cause."
Mark knew of but one cause that
employed the capital. -Socialism, I
suppose." He smiled indulgently. "I
Lope it's in funds sufficiently :often."
"I look it. don't I?"
The answer was so obvious that
Mark avoided it. "How," he asked
hastily, "is Roman?"
"He breathes and sleeps and eats.
Hut he's dead."
'Is that a Socialist parable? I'm
not a Socialist, so youli have to ex-
plain."
"You want -!" The money In his
pocket, Plotr threw craft to the winds.
"What have you to do with u•? IM
you s'poste we'd let you help us"
"Hut you tool -"
as a lags's% however, Thlek It" "Per ore Mei." she returnedMirk smiled wryly, "as geallomaa- quietly. "the Matta loves her sou I'llIt the word nitrous shythIng to yew" ash her"
' It's your ease," Shirley repsated_i She turned to Hanka and for alPut my notion Is, people will think minutes the IMO V/01111411 t•Ilted earyou don't 'east the publicity tor mu Meetly In their native tongue Hankaci•I reagens thigt sort et talk ' shook her head continuouslyMark rose abruptly "I can't help," "She says, ' Kettle return...I to Mark,he replied *eh ati impatient 'teem. '"My l'Iotr ouldat t Illte it "*hat people think, can I? ria it up Hanka interrueled layitta a heed onIts anon as you twit. ' kasika arm stud bellying anxiously W-ing the day's adventures were Not ward the door Koala nodded. tided The ghost of Theolh7 Wood Mho says also," she Interpretedhouse eould not oust Rose Alley from again 'that we'd better au it a moodMarks mind time for Pilot. too come bourne /The s'rho lilneke, erdered by telephone. right
, salted him Na ifily. Mark holditia the I think," Mark atiseered, ' I'll Mae,reins, they sere guldvd across a 0111Ves I nu hon., sod ha,* thus out, with
bridge, 1.11.11g rough paved, tumble l'hitr "
down streets. ea.. a Meatier sue h as "You el better not ' Iler resift glancetheir aristocratic feet hail never trod Deemed to teeteaurie him phyoleal frailtyeirtuto and decay mere everyahere. ' Noir a temper is uncerialti lit' found
me here myreesnd drove Ill.' hilt It --"
The gloom etstild not quite hide the
color that surged into her 1.1welts. "It
wasn't nice ''
'I in sorry for them. loll Just the
sante, elite.. l'its alerted. 1 II see this
thitvugh mid salt for Noir'
''Na. better got," she. repeated
with cold emphasis "You can prove
your intlesibillty In softie other stay
Nutt lp slit In been drinking and
if hl• temper is stirred up, he'll teak..*tech leuensent Peter Anderson lived them mutter " $he nodded towardlie sniped and atuitibled up two Hanka and Homan Really, your"flights of stairs that groaned protest quite hotel...et In the matter 'Ingly under his tread found a .1 PIPIT! toi " Ile laughed shortly,door and knocked It opened . to coneeal a disappointment ari UntieFor a full tninuto, speechless, he Rued as the  
stared at the woman who stood on the sight of him ot er ;risoneteir""littlunt, 
by
the threebold least, I can leav.“-teente niouey "
Hut she shut hint off from this, too.
_
CHAPTIN XVI. "No What money they can IOW Vilth•
mit Plot: ei knowing of it, 1 van fur.Glowing a- mbers.
The figure silhouetted the door 
'•
lie limped stiffly toward this. door.'way one to make men dream, full
more hurt than ii.' eas lid'They slued facing reel) other the curved, strong all h the streneth of
mit to himself by the rebuff mid the
st•eng niwn a ho hail conquered and women whose forbears have always
failure of his impulsive missionthe. Inefficient. one of guenillas, toiled, yet without heaviness, It teas
Iii' it .'It quickly out into the darkalto tied lust taken or o he strong the strength that Ilea quality, not lotspag.,
,
 t hat h.. might hitt have toman's largess Hut the Inefficient was
not grateful, a humbed dollars could
nut runquer his hatred
' I please: hie sneered, "you wadi
me to 'hank you'''. •
No If you need snore, cotne to me. came, calmly, without 10014 of poise ..ono aould thirk.' he. blurted out.And, see here, Note I earl, you to get She. spoke erne in a lov. voice.
you want iii to stay there 'Roman and your mother away front that hinted even less titan he.r manner „
Do you Mei that so eunderfur"Rose Alley." at inner excitement "I thought It %as
Pleat Your steep .sounda like his"
They might have been daily famil
' I'm glad you can't its no place
for such as you "
"Many people have lived here " •lane 
- Allut riot front choice I know. I"Yes:' he flushed, "I am Nonti.what
Ii rod here once myself, befores" HeIn his cage"
Noir chuckled -a chuckle of tri. Ile almost missed the. me ift glance h"liatell a nwilliPlit • -I left it to 11"
umphant malice -led you think it she east toward Ills cane 
itut hi. was with Itomart.'
She made' no reply. He stopped.was toy us!'" The chuckle. greet, into grateful that she hat' Ii,. comment for
a laugh, as though he pondered some his injury In the preeetice of her facing •110t and brae-lint her ears's.
mammoth jest, "You-you have just
paid jor the next issue of the Outcry!"
He"' wheeled and went haltingly
away. Mark watched him until be
turned a corner.
"Poor devil- Mark shook his head
pityingly "He's maul "
It was not Mark's habit to waste took it. neither hastily nor reluctantly,
precious hours eaudering the crowded for a brief meaningless clasP.
city streets in introspective noostfe. ''l am here sometimes._ Will you
lion his. now went to the appoint- conic in?" "One doesn't like to think of one's
!near with his lawyer to keep which She stood aside and he-en self as reduced to even a harmlesstered, try-
he had left Henley log to overcome his limp. -It was the nonentity Still, most of the virtues
It was a long and tedious consulta- kitchen, which in Hose alley-us lie are negative, I believe. Thought Ian
Hon, having to du with a big real es. • remembered. had to serve as living vain rtioaliti to wish I could have been cruelties whereof he spoke. Iler lipstat.- deal In which Truitt had shown room as well. It was clean, but bare; a positive Influence in the making of parted. Hut no words fell. With anthe woman you've become. It's rather odd little gesture of repression sheremarkable, Kasha." turned and sioely mounted the stairs."It Ise t remarkable-or excuse for At the top she monied for an instant.
vaulty." "Gextd night." she repeat...4 "And She had 1,ot wieced. nor had her thank you again."for his concentration on the. :natter question. Ite sent over to her and steady gaze wandered But for just an He dined alone at hie club thatIn hand. He would have been even took her hand. She Whratik away from instant a -fleeting somber oh:Ouse had night. The events of the day had leftmore deeply astonished, could he have him rested in her eyes. him depressed and stratigly restieeslooked upon the picture. that lured 'It Is Mark Truitt. Matka," said "I must go." she said and. with a strong dlstastu for cum-away Mark's thoughts Put then. for Kazia in Pollen, "Don't you runiew. They ualked in silence to the mouth paniunehip,
her?" of the. court At the-ir approach Mark's
#
 Asir
sorry Ye hich seeing all 1 4•s ti
the shawl It You and Plotr and !hanks
seem In a ...inspirer, to teach III" that
fur regrettable things 010 l'sit pay
wily with regret. 'tut I promised to
NMI )1011 Mule"
Darkness hail fallen whoa they drew
up belie e the lewpitel Mark Is
Neuwied:painfully to he;p her (leen -
it 14thOr superlluotes sine*
ph., was bolter able to allight alone
that. ass lie 'You re lii guild time,
I holier'
111, yea Thank tem for the elde"
Thus vVehtinotinl a reinventions' hand
utast, She touard the elves
leading to the licepitel door II.- Ms-
gait le climb back litto the. trail
lint the reltlIte horiosis It
40011, while he was halaiwed uhil this.
littlo mounting 11101. lii., l'N't sill
Melodiesi lie hare WY.
iir11001.11,- hii.sl angle not
sprung fors ant, and catching the
✓ein. Istmight the beetle's chariot, to a
5101.
.1 au are hurt'
-So,' he lied through set teeth, as
he milled himself isp to the Neat Ilia
Tve
;v*1
-3151:1 112
"Ahl" He Turned Quickly to H#
hip. In fact, bad recetivel sit eacruci-
Again. "Thin Did You No Harm."
Ming retieli "I tis a little makward.
This Is one of this. things I can't get
quite used to '
"I supposed It NILS only teniporary.".-
lie shook his heetel,brielly, as though
the topic e ere distasteful
Another- --auu probably -soul
!levee this Is an exiatence that consplendid perfections his oen physical• ours' thinking my going there tinually requires little. cruelties of oneiva• to the ad. ant.igi. no one but Itig oven, too, sometimes"
shortcomitie seemed almost Cause for
_ sham.'tnyeelf-"- "You say requires'!"
flow du you do, Katie?" be said "Why else sheuld you bate gone "At least, encourugem Hut I," he
smiled unpleasantly, "am subject to
gravely "I didn't expect te find you
' That's 'tiniest cynical, isn't it'? I regrets And equally unprofitable Inn
here."
lie held out an uncertain hind. --She might have had aeveral othor reagents pulse's Of course," with obvious irony,-but didn't. Al least I did you no :ibis is very Iriteneeting to you."harm." 14ht• was etending between two gel."Neither harm nor good." untruly lamps In their bright glOW
hie customary shrewdness He dls. Pitifully bare,
played little interest More than once Ity the stove, stood a little faded
Shirley. the lawyer, had to recall his %Leman, much stooped, her hair white
straying attention Shirley was &stem- and thin, her pale lack luster eyes for
O•ned at this, his client was notabit the moment brightened by a startled
she. had learned to take life, Its Coin -
*Melling court, lighted up now la .acidences Auld its ell:mixes as. thy'. 
• I
look longer, and then. nit tilted her.She looked at him steadily, showing ta hen she titre.% he led the. way downIto surprise. And by that he read that
the ticket% plaint and tilt into the foul
he mew her cool impersonal regard
chime.., become questioning. Arid thee
, dark shadow again as though she
had seen and known to the full the
1
\ s''', , • " .*Y"
named away quickly and sent to the 
accept Hut she affe.cted no reluctance
tured, not at all sure that she. would 1
his hat
She glanced at a 11111e watch shts .
"Can't I set you home?" Mark ven -
Murk told himself.
A virtuous and al wew resolution
I'd better quit thinking of liar,"
Fanned into Flame.
,
' Y 
.•
hums by driviug through the parka
They *ere lung tedious hours, as
dreartle empty as be had torsi:wiled
The nights, *hen his lay aleepleas,
lighting an litelpleat i•raving, were
longer and drearier Thus It watt that
he had leisure to think of Koala Whit
lug, thetigh at some leas but etplaiti
why the reappearanee of line eh  en
his reeeded 'meth be had treated badly
should voutitiend so tt,u.It of his in
terest
Nor did lie admit a design *lieu
his drives took lien almost daily past
the hospital Newertheleile the
sight lif that ineteution sax etileteti to
evoke a faint thrill or rat•iteittent not
to be all to its burnt( k like architee
lure, folleieed by a iintr.. emphetie die-
appointment as the neighborlemel see
left behind one afternoon
VOI111)14111 another young woman
emerged from the ground's tie hot wag
Plisilltin and gave ittun a 10411 lower
101151 /1041 Kill•sowt1 that It 5111111 liar
recreation betur and marked time
The siiiick leaping Interest shsinlil hare
been a hulloing to him l'etlittpe it
Sao, for
making a of niymelf,' he
'reeled ' What do I know of thril
Oil the Mill day there after, at Use
game heitir. passed the hospital
Thie time Malls appeared alone the
atm.., him again 1he root Impersonal
nod and a ould heir pepped on Hut
he drew the horses up sharply sad
railed ' Itazia'"
She paused hesitated • inottleut.
then went over to the cur b
"Will you drive e ith me for a
while?"
"I ought tee silk," she answered
Pleas.', Karla e It did not WHIM
absurd to him thal he pleaded
She heeltated again. then
-Yes,' she said
lloo stolid lot... alighted to het
to tlit• peat, but Ole furesUilleel him
* "Ikin•I get lite And she was he.
side. him
CHAPTER XVII.
MA.Itk.'14-', • .
tongue
"She says," Kuzia interpreted, "they
Hanka said something in the same man got down from the trap, touching ;
have never forgotten
lapse. There wee Ito specific ailment,"You•re a nurse, then'? I remember save a hero y eitubbeses-emorti and' theyou had a knack for that sort of thing: constant eche ltalits lircurell hip, whichYour husband -er I hadn't hoard-" Sere really sy asylums. It San rather"' haven't seen hint for 12 years." • general failure of his powers. H.-
-- 
"Maria," he asked gravely, "will
you tell me about yourself?"
"There is nothing to tell--any more
than 
"That lit, 
.1 a 
'ours-
pt
yn.0ut:*inierested to
what has he opened to .me. You're
trin"like;ause a chance hae thrown us
toge:her for en hour is no reason ior
us to pretend an interest neither - of
, ..' • melancholy. He could-not sleep with-fi:aely-speak tocyourself, please. out the aid of drugs.. Worst of allAust-Ycleaoaentli t, We can 011- tile wheels of cir- the will to endure, to mock pain and „ "lint I mean It." he protested "I'd
cumstance by going through the eolite weakness, had broken
;Ike you to believe that I mean it"
forms You could smile very gra- "What's the matter with me?" he - .ciously on my man Felix, but to me- -" demanded of his physician He ovearne grave
Sito.e that day at Roman's I've
, at least decently, Hut he• prefers to He broke off with a short laugh. "His- "Burnt out," was the sMoinct reply. -i work for the Outcry--for little or notn- tory has a way of repeating itself. I "What can I do?" been thonking a good deal of what we
"How does our case stand?" 
said-, about my having harmed you.
ing. Generally it's nothing. Ile says remember saying something Of the "Nothing And quit tatting arogs.•• '
"We'll win It." 
,sort to you once before. Of course, "Hut." habltaprotested. "I can't 'do 
If regrets--but there's nothing so use.
"You're sure of that?"
"Absolutely. His estate will never , shouldn't let me help them." -
' it's for the cause"
' "But that's no reason why hel you've forgotten."4
•Uur life," interrupted the doe- 
lees That sort of thing ise't easilyforget-i-enottuhnitnegd."
quickly to her tnporro.t1hpt(i')na..-golytut you've Consulted- rot- and I -
push • it_ to trial" she shrugged ben shoulders. "To - 7•1Ahfol
to earn the stiff fee I'll charge. '
torgliren, is it?"
Oh, very easily,",, . .__.
You are thinking that I give toe
"Then settle it."
Shirley ehIstled his surprise "Has .."Then.'• he said, -we'll take thorn "I can't see-- '•
Ptah. it is. I know, because I've tried." again. "Then I did do you harm:'
you. Drop everything, go to the court- much • Firnitiegin" to our littia affair
the philanthropic bee stung the whole ewe) area sew.. with piotr afterward.- "It follows," he interrupted "If I try or to the end of the earth-per- 
I do nee "
No.1 mean I have never blamed'
- s
Quinby concern"- be grinned :1 He said It charily, with the assured had done you no harm, you would re- sonally, I 41. advise the 'end oi the -
tou. Of course. we %Core too )(meg ler
wouldn't do that, though. . It would air of fortune's slarlIngs who., having member charitably, not coldly_ oi earth, because it's farthest Rea). ahd
it So have any lasting eigniticanee
be an .admission. As a lawyer, 1-. made their resolve, take' its consent- worm., and you would be at least as. newest to You. Forget work, play a
_Xiel. if 1 retnember aright, I inetted
couldn'l ;Oyler-- ••
-al donl-itak advice., Settle it." 
"Now it is you." she answered aftet Mark asked and received frdin tile
wry moTrttriraEalflons---Ttitt ' - - • - • ' ''
e ,
weriticel-er-rUttlfilli4 Altandary at tie
.-.-ination for granted. Her faint smile cordial to me as to iny groom"
it -anti' oto put you In %hat must have
while" ' .
Shirley W aved a concessive hand. ' "1,1 fella so simple as that. _ Thy a thoughtful .paussi...Lwhis will:
showed again.
, /1444•• /44 t 4/4....____P"e"tintlir .- • , - • -- ' '' Ifni*. 'The most critical ear 110killd
'It's ....ur.- Cann, of eouree. POr_liew won't,10,:; . .. .. ...-. • „ ; .
much did not at ofire Ica% e the•elk When . "1'
esysi ott law VPheetertiftbly ....hat you airmnrgn Ile ft,rusuiaten iso reason. he ' , * -- -ve discerned nothing ungvnuine ',I
. "For whatever-Teo think
- eh, - Thertt-taltle vine laltirie." ". '1"-dthreY woult go!" He stared. "why say is right I haven't thought .fair. -MIR i hoe"- ..T".__ , about influencer-1 haven't had tinle.". the weather pertaftted he. filled ta lbw t.. 
• - her rippling laugh.., _ -
• ------serierins-rtYlentirtaii- - --
. • .--. -
Iheir eyes met again. . •. . Ills
other occupant of the room. lie sat 
fersooth' And ono strangely hard to An'
kerp. The thought- of a woman of -- ..
thatr
you preparing to snub Illn forwore. "I go to the Todd hespital. and i th,. p..01,1,..,dv.f.ning in n tins strong
I sin considering it." The smile
:11 the only armchair, a huge mass of...-.. I've overstayed here it little"
we ut t iiistakable' now. "But I won't,
.rt flesh. head slouched forward and Ile helped her up tel the. seat. The body' %hose splendid perfection the ._.• uets•ausieltoday Is Olie of the days when
\ 'rigors playing aimlessly with the lung horses sprang forward, swung into the t:hiloso.fliteint.e...ortletcoceueuldld.unioat dgillincihsra_,
I can't help bettor beautifully human.
•trikempt beard that reached half's ay'car tracks and ifuickly lift the tene-
ment neighborhood behind. For a time never altheirew entirely, at inostre- 
I'm so healthy that sometimes I juston his sheubler Roman looked up. Mark gave his attention to guiding
to the bulging waist Mark laid a hand,
tired into ambush %%hence to seeing 
have to take a vacation from myself.-4.1.8
' 'mos. cars and the slow lumbering tearns4 with ever increasilig patency to • alit. 
I'd like to I can't give Truitt this slip
"And l'ti:t so unhealthy that, though
_Put Homan saw as the newbont babe,. their swift course around overtaken out upon hint at tootuarded monnts,
t • ._ . for-even an hour, lie's a persistent
The grasp on his shoulder tightened. that drew the heavy traffic of the
hisAtjtaadliticiniti•runtagolfilatthie°11partnersliip had . . ., • . .4- -
•
'110filail, (11111.t you know toe!' I'm street. They were on the bridge be-
indeed proved to be the elintaz of his 
beggar -as you may have nuticad the
uidiv few wet alt
Mark Mark Truitt, you remember " fore either spoke.
career eith the Quinhy company. Fol. 
They laughed.
The. shoulder stirred a little under "You said, to the hospital," he be-
,.
loaed quickly the long imminent col- 
• It-,ysisa_a_glear afternoon, beautiful
the tight grasp Itoman's head alouched sari suggestively. "Ikt you-
with the mellow radiance of autumn
forward again and-he. began Once more "I'm on a case there." e.,
sulishine. But the wind that swept
sky and air cleat' was crisp and pene-
trating To her, superbly healthy, it
gave. only a rare tinge of color that
enhanced her charm, gave the last
ewnamergit::0 it'e"c„.i.er. ealabyl'''s 
It,
te‘kshil'Tfitiael! cgoinolg, needed softening touch. His wasted
She Looked at Hum Steadily, Showing
No Serpi-1.4e,,
Shirley. the name of Hine Alley would
' His mind's gone it began to go have. raised to life. no dead memories
soon after you stole his Job Hut prole Shitley's astonishment, however,
ably yclu've forgotten the, too" reached Its climax at the close' of' the
"I have no recollection." said Mark consultation
coldly, "of any such occurrence." With "It's a good deal.' he remarked, "for
a curt nod, he paased on. you."
He had gone but a few steps when Mark answered with a nod and; halted and looked back Peter, up. opened anothef subject "I don't sup
mindful of elbowing pedestrians, was pose Timothy Woodhouee left much"
still at the corner, glaring at him "Practically nothing"
Impulsively he turned and retraced
bts s'teps.
"See here. Mote" he said. "Let us
aot use hard names There are a good
many things we'd never agree on. But
- we can agree on this-you're hard up.
I've been luckier than you. What can
I do to help you"'
Piotr's lips formed a surly, "Noth-
ing" But the refusal did not fall. At
look of transparent craft displaced
IMaleVolence.
Pilo you mean thatr he asked. sulk
plciously, -- 4 • •
Tm_ocit In the hablir_e"-
flan!t, .mars.. about yew- hahtte;e-
- pots interrupted uaraniously
•
••ar. .meara
II.. touched Ilse liorsea w It Mt. whip
and they. oprgns forward
You aren't ' paid abruptly
And lie, ascribing to that fact her
unexpected compliance, eels at the mu-
..111Istit alniont glad .of IlIe ulisability
'I• it obi fous' I believe I'm not.
In fart, my doctor has ordered me to
get out -and pla. I find It very hard
work That's shy that'., Orle reason
why -- I asked you. I needed company
The circumstance,- hi sullied, -ought
In appeal to yisti professionally."
-"Nurses are notoriously hard-
heartod
-Yes? TAM can't work on your
sympathies. On vehule. I'd rather
have It so. You'll. have te_admit it
leek courage to ask you to play with
Ins', because you'll admit again you
weren't exactly cordial limiest time."
"What did you expect"
' Itut I expected nothing." he rte
torted. "I didn't know you would be
at Roman's. Why, 1 hadn't even heard
of you for---I've been  counting It up-
14 years. That isn't gross flattery, is
it? . hut, of course, you aren't the sort
of woman that likes flattery Are
your
'Then you're not an sure, after air
But I do like it
"I must remember that " Iii,
chuckle d "Playing itecomes distinctly
easier. Isn't it lucky I happened along
by the hospital just when I did?"
"Itut I thought--" She almost
*milled "I thought it Yvan a habit "
- "So you've seen me? Now you mew
ilon it, I may ate eel! confess that
this isn't luck, hilt the result of a very
clever plot. I've been driving past
the hospital almost eyery day In the
sneaking hope. thar just this woulf
occur."
"You say, a sneaking hopes--?"
"Yoe see," he confided. 'Inn easily
frightened How could I knees- that I'd
find you so .4(i-4-beautifully human?-
•
55.
hi* aimless twisting of the long beard.
' How long,- Mark's voice had to.
cons.. sharp.--ha 'It• been this way?"
' Almost three years."
-And here!**
'A year longer."
Kazia's eyes said "What Is that
to you?" •--
-Why," he demanded, "didn't you
let me know about it?"
She annied contemptuously. jaa. It
kni.med .to him.
, "We must get them out of here." he
weut on hastily
"We can't Inotr won't let us"
"He- must," Mark declared curtly.
"Ile will not: she repeated.
Peas him today. lie's crazy:'
"lie' Is. lie's a good compositor
arid could make euough to keep them
body, despite the heavy overcoat heclear, Incisive brain that could grasp
wore, coula not resist the chill breatha multitude of details and yet not lose
But, though he knew he Would piobsight of result and purpose had be-
come. cloudy, vacillating and sunder-
ing, a poor tool for the direction of
a huge, intricately organized plant ces
ably pay later for thee exposure, he.,
would not by so tnuch as a niteute cur
tail the htmr.
I haven't hall 00 pitsasantit's aeraUng multi* tremendous pressure.
He elks subject to attacks of profound•  
puny word, but let that go---so pleas-
ant a time in years," he declared
"I see," she laughed, "you have
taken triesiallityi a turd,"
• •
• '"'"
•'..• •
•
4
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THE MURRAY I.EDORR, MUZZY,
A NURSE TAKES
DOCTOR'S ADVICE
And is Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Ver.
etabie Compound.
Etiphernia, Ohio. -" Became of total
ignorance of how to care for myself
when verging into womanhomi, and trine
taking cold when going to school, I suf-
fered from a displacement, and each
month I had severe pains and nausea
which always meant a lay off from work
for two to four days hum the Urn* I
lean 18 years Old.
"I went to X engem to live with my sia-
ter and while there a dortor told m• of
the Pinkham remedies hut I did not um
them then as my faith in patent meein
einem was limited. After my sister died
I came home to Ohio to live eml that
has been my home for 010 last 114 years.
"TheChange of life elLITIo when 1 was
87 year,' old and about this timo I maw
my phyalcal condithin plainly deeeribed
In one of your advertisement& Then I
began using Lydia K. Pinkham's Veg-
etable Compound anti I cannot tell you
Or any one the relief it gave me In the
And three months. It put me right-1
where I need not lay off every minith
and during the last IN year I have not
paid out two dollars to a doetor, end have
-erri blest with exeellent health for awo-
woman of my 'genial lean thank Lydia-
E. Pinkheun 's Vegetable Compound for it.
"Since the l'harireof Life is over I
have been a maternity nurse and being
wholly self-supporting I cannot over
topthionte the value of weal health. I
have re,w earned u comfortehle little
home just by sewing and nursing. I
have recommended the Compound to
many with good results, as it he eotrel.
lent to take before and after child-
birth." Miss EVELYN ADELIA STEW-
ART, Euphernia, Ohio.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkharte Medicine Co. roans
dentian Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by
womeap red held in strict confident*,
The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly be overcome by
CARTER'S LITTLE
UVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
--act surely and
gently on the
liver. Cure
Biliousness,
Head-
achte.
Dizzi•
nese and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PII.L. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRIM
Genuine must bear Signature
CARTERS
ITTLE
IVER
PILLS.
Warved.
"Tommy, how often must I tell you
to wash -your bands?"
FROM THE SWEET POTATO
Innumerable "Goodies" May S. Made
by th• Howswife Who Gives It
Little Thought.
-
For eanillsiii sweet 'mantle`, i ut par
boiled sweet potatoes Into lengthwise
slices and put them In buttered pan
Cook for two iii ii, thre.e.quartera
of a cupful of enter arid two table-
Spoonfuls of butter Brush the puts
Ii..'. alth this end bake them Haste
them with the %Irmo aa they cook until
they are well candied.
14WMPt potato bails that Mlles stir
prise are these Reason Iwo cupfuls
of baked sweet potatoes that hays
been p d through a rolander with
salt and pepper arid esdel a heater. mg
and a little hot cream Form into
hallo and into each press a pitted
prune Imo vehich two walnut meats
have been forced. Theo prune should
not ha visible nip the balls into
crumbs and egg. Then brown the po-
tato halls in deep fat, &nits anal serve
at since
Suelloped sieved pedaloes are made
by lilting merholleil potatieen into it
battered baiting dish and tot sting
i him a liii a well sermon ed w bite
emirs. On top of the mauve put •Mlit.
butt pr and crumbs and hike
for about twenty m111'01.14
Prietch fried !sweet potatoen are
truly a delicacy To ulnae them, cut
In thick beigtlitvlse-seectione ensue par
boiled 'tweet isotatoem and -plunge them
liitt frying bitekete into 411.ell kit fat.
Brews' delicately, cicniti
with salt
GLEANINGS FROM COOK BOOK
Knowledge of How to Do certain
Things WIll Save Housekeeper
Much Trouble.
Jeer n suggestion of here to do cer
lain things will often bit the Mean' of
staving the houeekreper it grunt deal of
trouble Here are a few glennIngs
from a famous cook book %hi' h may
move interesting to sennT, reader
To cut cheese smoothly, fold paraf.
lin ptipere over the knife blade.
When making onielete allow one ta-
blespoonful of crentn or hot water for
each- egg.
One cupful of sugar will sweeten
one quart of any tnixture which Is to
be served cold or frozen.
New 'sweet potatoes will not be so
hard and dry If rubbed with butter be-
fore baking
When the white of an egg is beaten
to a froth and added to the cream It
will whip more quickly and easily.
After cooking cabbage add to it, just
before serving, one small half' cupful
of thick sour cream This in much
better than vinegar.
W'hon currant bread has been baked.
if It he wrapped in a damp cloth for a
few days it will not crumble when cut-
ting. and it will not be dry.
The flavoring of shrimps is improved
fling water Is poiffed over them a
alit r  time before they are served 11
be drained away immediately.
-e-
"You needn't at all, mother."-
Judge
Dr. Pierce's' Pleitiessit tiret put up
10 yearn agil They regulete Anil In‘igulat•
stomaeli, !o'er and betel.. Sugar cleated
tiny granules. Adv.
Sally From the Kitchen.
The two servants met in the tram
"Does this war they're talking so
much about make much difference to
you?"
-The missies says were got to econ-
omize. so we're to hays leargarint
%MI meals in the kitchen."
"Doesn't she have it, then?"
"Not her. She says it don't snit her
digestion. Btu there's nothing wrong
with her digestion. We know that
For as often as not we send her up
the 'margarine and have the butter
retiree iris"- -London Tit-Bits.
You can't judge a woman's dieposi6
Hon by her telephone voice
•
•
•
•
Try'
this easy
way to clear
your skin with.
ItesinolSoap
•
• Bathe your 'race for several in. •
• utes with Resinol Soap and hot
water, working the creamy lather a
into the skin gently with the fin-
ger-tips. Wash of! with Resinol s
Soap and more hot water. Finish
with a dash of cold water to dose •
•
the pores. •
Do this once or twice a day, and .•
you will be astonished to find how •
quickly the healing, antiseptic •
Resinnl medication soothes and
cleanses the pores, removes pim- •
pies and blackheads, and lea,. es the i
corn piex ion clear fresh and vet Yetr.
saw be sit drains-foe For Wimple rens. •
writ* to Dogte 11r,, kr tool, Solomon". Ild. 6
40100 • •••  a oeset
Housewifely Hints.
Now is the time to hang fresh bags
of lavender In one's wardrobe and lay
It plentifully among personal and
household Buten. Tiny machete of it
sewn Into one's garments' not only
exude a delicIpus fragrance wherever
one moves, but are an excellent pre-
ventive of infection Lavender is the
favorite perfume of both Queen Alex-
andra and Queen Mary, who get a
large consignment, freshly distilled
for them, from Mitcham each year
and use it In great quantities. All the
cushions in the queen mother's bou-
doir are filled with a certain amount
of new lavender every summer,. so
that the room is alwpyle full of 'the
delicate Erfglish perfejlhe.
Mew Chicken Salad.
Take one cupful of cold chicken that
has been chopped and shredded until
very line and one ounce of pate de foie
gram. Add to it one ounce of cooking
sherry, the beaten yolks of two eggs
and a cupful of clear chicken biretta
Season to taste with salt and cayenne.
Heat the mixture through and Tool.
Add one .ounce of dissolved gelatin to
a cupful of whipped cream Beat the
whites of three eggs to a froth and
mix all lightly together. l'ut in a
mold and set on ice six or seven hours.
Serve on a bed of green with mayon,'
liaise
Walnut Cream for Filling.
One amid one-half cupfuls milk, scald-
ed; one egg well beaten, scatiteatse-lialf
.cupful sugar. dessert-stain's-Jul each of
salt; mix all with the egg, add to the
niilk and cook in double boiler until
thick. When cool flavor with vanilla
and add one cupful of walnut meats,
ground fine. Spread on rake. If you
prefer use a white frosting on top and
-decorate with whole nut meats.
Mustard Poultice,
This Is used for a counterirritant
In case of a ,pafil in the chest, back-
ache, etc. Iiito one gill of boiling wa-
ter stir one tablespoonful of Indian
meal; spread the paste thus made on
a cloth and spread over it one tea-
spoon of dry mustard. Equal parts of
mustard and flour made into a paste
and spread between two pieces of
muelln make a mustard plaster.
Spiced Utiles.
Boil four quarts of limes In water
until tender, drain off- water. cut the
limes in halves, put them In a jar and
pour over them this --sirup: One eivp
ful of vinegar, tie cupfti&-Ormolateses,
capful of water; two teaspoonfuls of
cleaves? Boll a few minutes, then pour
over the limes. They should he kept
a little while before eating them.
Perm Cured This Man Of
Catarrh.
Eli'. J. PI.
Rem Ilabnab.
SI a ryl•nd.
writeir "Two
years ago I be-
came a suf-
ferer with ca.
tarrh, which
continued to
grow worse
and made me
mi•erable. 1
could soareely
smell at all,
trot my taste
had almost left
me. By head aLhod constantly, and
at times had high fever and bleed-
trig at the nom, I was a Perteet
wreck
"I tried several dieters, bet derived
tie meet I read In one of your lit-
tle booklets. called 'Ills of Life,' of
rerun& being a remedy for catarrh,
and procured a bottle at once. After
the use of one bottle I felt some bet-
ter, so I tried the second and the
third, and now I am a well man."
For Every
Kind of
Lameness
Rabliti7EL.ht,
HANFORD'S
Balsam of Myrrh
For Cuts, Burns,
Bruises, Sprains,
Strains, Stiff Neck,
Chilblains, Lame Back,
Old Sores, Open Wounds,
and all External Injuries.
Made Since 1846. Attnultdi
Price 25c. 50c and $1-00
oe WRITEea ers a. C' Hanford Ufa' C.°HAUJak... N. Y. nonirthing that would make hosts of
- people laugh
Film for Your Kodak
NOVEL IDEA IN WILL MA
French Firmer Had Little Money tu
-Leave. but at Least H• Could
Show We Good Will.
T4 New Verb —bushman men %ore
0110 dry dlerussine the purchaue by
otos 4 11 them or a L•rtgilli niereautile
eteseere with whit's, the buyer ea-
plained, had von,.. the "good will"
' I huge. this good will,'" said the
frieeid, ' is greater than that of the obi
irrench farmer
' "I never heard the story
"lier« It Is The farmer was qyltsg
and he sent for the notary to make out
the will Propped up in bad. he itic
tested
Ti, Jean fittreel, our superb volt.
few., 10,000 franca
" 'I bequeath 15,000 francs to the
fearieris Alphonise ilay•rd, that he may
continue hie valuable aerettatitleal ea
perlments
" Pierre Descheimps, chemist,
10,000 franca as a mark of affection
To my physician Slonetieur Le-
eiair, 16,000 francs
"'To our . eloquent paittor, 2&,00()
fratieli, to continue. the rustle-allots
of
' 'But, my dear sir, interrupted the
notary, 'I slim t hi-Bev., you hat e all
that money to
1 kIll/W very well I huveret,' Maid
Iii.' farmer, caltnly. 'but I want to 111111w
my salmi will -Yotathas Com
pinion
Anecdotes.
Speaking of hut:mhos brings its to
the fact that no man living can look
quite so 'solemn Wilet1 preducing hu
mere as-Irvin S. Cobb, the well known
comedian of the, Saturday Evening
Post When Cobb %All ItIl that staff
of one of the big New York mica spa
pure he did various news aepignmente.
alltIle of them mighty serious and nth
ere that gas'. him a ehance for com
telly. It wan a 'standing Joke about
the office that anybody could look at
Cobb ma he bent over his typewriter
and tell chichi kind of yarn he was
%riling. If his face was all wrinkled
up is ith solemnity like a bloodhound's,
%Oh a sad look about the eyes such
as one rarely sees except in an under-
takers hostler, Cobb was preparing
NEVP:11 HAD A COYLE
R AJ A R film costs you the game as any "Hy Ilttla dau Woe, 10 years old. •uffered
After Taking KILITEIR DARER
other. We develop it free. Send stamps
for a roll today, We pay the postage.
Independent Photo Optical Co.
215 N. Math Street, St, Louis, Mo,
Why Hs Objected.
A parson and a a leading parishioner
%Jr'. not on good terms, and theta
was much speculation in the village
11.16 f0 the reason.
"It's all on account of parson re-
fusing to christen master's" youngest
child," the housemaid confided to her
friend of the dusting brush at the
house across the way. "Master want-
ed her to be named Dora Ruby Inez
North Kathleen, but the parson
wouldn't do it."
"It was like parson's cheek," replied
her friend, 'even if he was asked to
give the ohild a hundred names--
."Oh, It wasn't the number of names
which bothered him." returned the
servant. ''Ite objected to the initials,
that's all. You Flee, master's nano' is
Beer, and the girl's initials are D. U.
I. N. K., and parson declined to be a
party to her having to sign herself
when she grows up, 'Drink Beer.--
London Answers.
ERUPTION ON' BABY'S FACE
Duke, N. C.-"When my baby was
two weeks old, behind his ears turned
red and Caused ap irritation and from
rubbing it becaite raw and stayed
moistened all the time. At times it
would get so bad as to bleed. He was
fretful. At the time ha was eight
months old he was In a bad condition
with sores behind his eara and on his
face.
"Nothing seemed to do any good at
all till I got Cuticura Soap and Oint-
ment. I at once commenced to wash
his ears and face three or four times
during the day •-with the-" Certicura
Soap, dried them with a soft
theu applied this Cuticura Ointment.
ne•rly a year with chili* mid fewer. moat of th•
inie under the doctor's. care. I wan direcuir
aged and * frirn-1 advined me tn try Elixir
Nallyok. I gars It to her and she Ilse never bad
• i•h111 since. It completely cured her" Rea
rus Helm.. 800 aNt,NIC, WaehIngton, D. C.
Elixir Hab•la Si eent•, all drtiorglata or by
Par. elm Pont prepaid from Kliksewskl di Co,
Washington. D. C.
Cottages.
"Cottage accommodation." In the
sense in which Mr Itunchiman's bill
deals with it, la a phase that would
hardly be understood in the CnIted
States. Professors Greesteogh. and
Kittredge of Harvard,' in their book
on the ways of English words, points
out that "cottage," in the strict Sense
of a laborer's dwelling, has never been
adopted into popular American
because America has never really had
the thing. The word over there has
always had literary and- sentimental
associations, and finally has come to
be used for the most magnificent sum -
trier residences. This has gone much
farther than the -use of the word In
England to rhean a villa. In Amer-
Ica a "cottager" definitely signifies a
person who Di above staying at a
boarding house. or hotel, and has his
own summer home London Chroni-
cle.
New Conundrum.
Here 18 a conundrum which your
greatgrandfathers asked each other
a'hen they were little bey,:
"How many legs has a dog if you
call his tall a leg?"
"Five!" shouted the little great-
granddad of-Mr. A.
'1,Vrong,'. corrected the ditiilnutiee
greatgrandifad of Mr. B. "Because
calling his 'tail a leg doesn't make it a
leg."
I am reminded of this venerable
brain twister of youth by the follow'-
mg lines in the Clayton anti-business
bill:
"The District of Columbia shall be
'deemed a state within the. meaning of
this law."
I. So I shall modernize that ancient
KING CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK, UN ,
IT'S MERCURY AND SALIVATES
Straighten Up! Don't. Lose a Day's Work! Clean Your Sluggish
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson's Liver Tone."
Ugh' calomel nsakee you sick Take
I dose of the vile, dangeroun drug to
night and tomorrow you may Wee a
day's work.
Calumet is mereury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis of the bones
Calomel, when it coulee into contact
with sour bile 'maims mitt, it erege•
ins it up This Is when you feel that
awful nausea •nel cramping if you
feel sluggish and "all knocked out," If
your liver Is torpid and bowels consti-
pated or yeis have headache, disAiness,
coated tongue, if breath is had or
eternach sour, just try a spoonful of
brimless' Dodson a Lie IT Tone
Here's my guarantee (;o to any
drug store. or dealer and get • (.0-cPtit.
, bottle of Dodames Liver Ton.. Take
PpOolallf tonight amid if It doesn't
etraightou you right up end make you
feel tIn• and vigorous by mernine I
waut you to go beck to the store and
got ycur money Dodson's Liver Toes
is destroying the sale of calomel be-
cause It is real liver medicine, entire-
ly vegetaple, therefore it caunot sali-
vate or litake you sick
I guarentee that on• repoonrut of
Dodscn's Liver Tone mill pat your
sluggish liver to work told your
bowels of that sour lille and consti-
Vette! waste which is eioaging your
system and making yoti fee I miserable.
I guarantee. that a bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone, will keep your entire fam-
ily feeling tine for months Give It to
your children It Is totrenleas; doesn't
• and they like Its pleasearit taste
Watch Your Colts
Iror Doisghs, Cold' and Plator•pvt •nd at the drat Sy ID ptvui• et nor
aliment anti. otoall dowse of bat •onderfa rowed) no•
atom used In esiituenee,
SIND( Nil DIRT/At PRIA COM N
00 rents and It, a bottle; and ft) the throws of roty dr•ga•i. hart:maidealer. •••• v.4.1 hi 11114,1 • MI rim At, (IC,
hemlat• and 11•0tertologiata. iWoolyon. lad., U. •.
WAS VERY MUCH IN EARNEST
Woman's Desire for Liberation From
Wrecked Train Accompanied by
Terrible Threat.
A lest limited- was bowling over
the sands of Arizona. Just how it
happened was frequently explained,
and never undervitood, hut as the train
sped along the side of a parched river
it sunisienly left the rails, rolled down
the bank anti landed in three feet of
muddy water at -the bottom of the
river bed.
Within the ears there was sonic
natural confusion. Men, worm./ and
lunch boxes were thrown into a heap,
and not an umbrella or a parcel was
left in the racks.
One by one the occupants of the
rear ear extricated themselves from
the mass. and sought for means of es-
cape, while stanching various wounde
caused by broken glass. Every exit
was jammed tight. Just then, In the
midst. of the doubt and confusion, rou-
e woman's voice In emphatic demand:
'Let me out! Let me out! If you
don't let me out, break a window.-
Evil in Nervous Excitement.
Profeesur von Pfutigen or %Aerials is
,ernIDDA,ting some intetenting, expert-
lit elite %hie beer upon the relation of
It,.' state of the nervoua system to the
electric realetance of the skin, and be
claims that nertous'exettement of any
kind lower, the proteetinx power of
the skin to quite a marked extent.
From Last Year,
Kathryn Did she wear a picture
hat?
Kitty e Yes. an old master
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy fop
Infanta and children, and see that it
Signature of
Bears tile
-1.444‘
Ifflate For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria,
Buzzard Carries Off Dog.
Eagles are said to be genie enough
and strong enough to carry off almost
anything from a man to cat, but
the first instance known when a buz
zard carried off a dog was witnessed
on a-recent afternoon. The incident
happened a few nines from Bessemer
A very brave little fox terrier a-as
endeavoring to chase off a large buz-
zard that had alighted on the ground
He only succeeded in making the
buzzard fly Close to the ground for a
short distance. The buzzard stopped
on a short stump and waited for the
dog, which came barking around the
root of the stump.
The buzzard, seeing his chance, '
jumped from the stump, seized the
dog in its mouth and cheasi, and flew
to a thicket near by Birmingham
(Ala.) Dispatch to the Atlanta Jour-
nal.
Money for Christmas.
Selliag guaranteed wear-proof hosi-
ery to friends & neighbors. Big Xmas
business.- Wear-Proof- Mills, 3200
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.-Adv.
The mule that gets in the first' kick
usually wins the scrap
Nervotis
querj• by propounding the folloaing: EmotionalIn ten days his ears and face were .well' and no sears were left." (Signed)
Mrs. Lena Lee, Jan: 2, 1914,
Cuticura Soap and Oltstment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
free.with 32-p. Skin Book. Aeldress post-
card "Cuticura, Dept. L. Boston."-Ads'.
War Observer.
'What's the matter; scared o' that
bley -that's chasing you?"
"No."
"Then what are you ruhning away
trom him for'
"I'm no running away. I'm just
retreating for strategical purposes."---
Detroit Prep Press.
'FOUR OWN DRUGGIST WILL TFI.1, rot/
Try Mnrine Nee Remedy fi.r Red Weak. %cuter,Nye, and Granulated layelld•; ho Suting-
1%1'"4."7'rli7t`1= 
ot 
rg"411 , A,401,.7.  
A Modern Miracle.
Iluaband lphoningl-How about the
cook,, dear?
Wife-She's still here.
In taking revenae, a man is but
eveh with his enemy;,, but In passing
it over. he is superior.-Philosophy
Book.
"How many states in the United States
if you call the District of Columbia a D'
state?" -- Girard. in Philadelphia 
azy ,-,_...
Ledger.
Korea.
linte:1 has practically become a part
Of the Japanese eirlpire At any rat.
the Japaneste control in that country
is complete, and the (41ances are that
that control will nevt4 he withdrawn ,
--nt. at least. until Russia dominates
the. whole Asian mainland, if thai
time, ever comes. The population of
Korea is 12.0ito;omi. and the area 112.-
000 sqoare miles; nearly twice that of
the state of New York
No Need to Hurry.
"You're not arrrin' to work this
mornin'?"
"Tiessiot that."
"S'pose a duke like you don't mind
losing arf an 'our."
"Look. 'ere, Bill, our timekeeper's
daughter %as married .yest‘rday7and Ii
.tell you if there to time this morn' t
'Ws no father's 'cart "-'--London Tit •
Bits.,
Depressed •
Mri. Radio Caretsinfor of
Cede rSr.. CaireJ11.. serifs'
Dr. R. V. Pierre me follower
'I vend Fl rents for your *Com-
mon Sense Medical Ad vIser' for
my daughter who has rocently
married sod I know the bcok will
beof mach value to her. I have
reed and need for 26 years the
valuable treatments contalned
In the 'Medical Adviser' anti
have taken many bottle* of Dr.
Iheree's Favorite PreecrIption,
and bay* been motored to health
each time I used It- It km Irma t
remedy for women as a staaragt
builder, tin, for the agaves sad
gonorol health."
The Cause Laid Bare
Ton and mfr.* drinkers melon stains
backach• headache, rheumatic pals. ells-
sinoos, drowsy, tired feeling,, illaturbed
urination awl other •iges• of kidney weak-
nom The cen•t•nt wee of nitrontIc or al-
cohortc drinks l• very apt to irritat• lb*
kidni ye. and weak kidneys seed prompt
help to avert all danger of dropsy, gra••1
or fatal !bight's dloosopo Avoid be too
of stimulants, drink more orator. irot more
✓est fresh •1r and , nes To ton* wad
strengthen tha tired kidneys. age Dona's
Kidney Pitts the most emiteieggeel wad
highly recommended kidney remedy
A Mississippi Case
Mes. Mary F Hen-
\ ry 1101 N Male
Itt , -'.ter Valley,
id lea. says "Doubt-
less overwork weak.
•ned my kidneys
and mad• me feel
rniserstiie I sot'
I.r.S intensely from
backache and my
Don and ankle.
swelled rtnany my
back gave out com-
pletely and I was
51.-k abed for
months. As soon as
I used Dosnap Kid-
ney Pills they help-
ed me and four boxes sathiety rld roe of
th• allmeni• I have had Huie or no
suffering sine.."
Get Deaa's at Any Si.,., 10. • Boa
DOAN'S i'l.afLitz;
FOSTERAULBURN OM. BUFFALO, K. Y.
DR. J. D. KELLOGG'S
ASTHMA
Remedy for the prompt relict of
Asthma and Hay Fever. Ask Your
druggist for it. Writs tor FREE SAMPLE.
NORTHRUP & LYMAN CO.. Ltd. BUFFALO. N.Y.
—
ici§DROPSY,,,liet, 11. it nernjoYvilrovs"wel ?ing
• shortbreath.olUrn gives entire relief
Inmeiee days, Tria 1 1 reatmen t sent Frei
Dr THOMAS E. C.11114, Serarsor I*
Dr.H. H. Greens Saes, Box 0. Atlanta, Ga.
EYE
ACHES Pettits Elie Salve
W. N. L, MEMPHIS, NO. 43-1914.
WOMEN who are restieos, with
constant ch.inge of position, "fidget-
iness," who are a mormally excitable or who
experience fainting or dizzy opens, or nervous
headache and wakefulneea are usually sufferers
from the weaknesses of their sex.
DR. PIERCE'S
Favorite Prescription
Is the soothing, cordial and womanly tonic that
brings about an invigorating calm to the nervous
system. Overcomes the weakness and the drag-
ging pains which resemble the pains of rheu-
matism. Thousands of women in the past forty
years can bear war:eats to its benefits.
Tour decleit" In medicines sells It In Scolid or sning-
coated talatet form; or you can send DO cine-cent stamps
for a coal boa of Dr. Pier.-.s Favork• PreerrIpttort
tablets. Address Dr. It V. Pierre, Invalids' Dotal
and ShrTical Institute. Buffalo, N T.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111UIRMIIIIIIIIIROMI1
Dr. Pierce's Ma'am Pellets Regulate sea invigorate
Stessek, Dyer sea Novels. Sepe-Cwatiel Tray Geseelm.
 Autuumumiummiumitiminuntimitsumunimmi
the Time-
Tested
tonic la,
MALARIA( hills
Wintersmith's TONIC
Death Lurks In A Weak Heart
If TOWS is, fluttering or week, woo sa••• p VOW Viest-Illion•Dolo Drug 0•.,,011Ornollis. Toney. Pork:4194.00
fr•
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HAZEL HAPPENINGS.
Mrs. Harry Morris visited rel-
atives in Murray the past Fr:-
day.
Jim Patterson and daughter,
Miss Nell, were in Paducah
shopping the first of the week.
Mrs. Charlie Caldwell, of Pa-
ducah, visited relatives a n d
friends here the past week.
Will Denham and wife went
to Murray shopping Tuesday.
John Petersen, of Faris, as
here Sunday the guest of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Pat-
terson.
I. H. Dale. of Paris, a former
resident of Hazel, was here on
business the past week.
An outing party composed of
Robert Brandon and family and
T. M. Fisher and wife, enjoyed
a nice camping trip to FortHy-
moo the past week.
T. M. Marshall has been on
the sick list but is much improv-
ed at present.
John Albritten and wife re-
turned home Snnday from Mar-
tin, Tenn., where they visited
their son, J. V. Albritten.
Hon. W. J. Bryan spoke in
Paris the past Saturday, and a
large crowd from here had the
pleasure of hearing that great
orator.
DOING THEIR DUTY
Scores of Murray Reuriers are Leo/s-
ift the Duty of the Willey..
To filttirtbe blood is the kid-
neys' duty.
When they fail to do this the
kidneys are weak.
-Backache and other kidney illsmay follow.
Help the kidneys do their
work.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills the
tested kidney remedy.
Proof of their worth in the
following:
Mrs. D. W. Rogers, Sixth
Water Sta., Mayfield. Ky.,-says:
For some time I suffered frompains in my sides and across the
small of my back. Seeing Doan'sKidney Pills so highly recom-mended in the local papers, 1gut a box and used them as di-
rected. They did rue a greatdeal of good and now I seldomneed a kidney remedy."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don'tsimply ask -for a kidney remedy--get Doan's Kidney Pills-the
same that Mrs. Rogers had.
- -Foster - Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y.-
that it may be fortified against Field Sisarb.these influences, he gives it a l
When Vou keep a boy interest-, earn rpm . and that I. ,by constitu-
fresh coat of paint, patches theroof, mends the doors and reju-
venates the plastering. Hekeeps a sharp lookout for thefirst encroachments of decay.Mrs. 0. 0. Miller and daugh7%.mind is quick to stay the ravagester, Miss Frances. visited rela- ' of -wind and weather.tives near Almo, the.past week. 1 But how about the other houseThe big tobacco barn owned ' -the tenement in which the be-by E. H. Littleton, at Puryear, ing called "I" resides? Timewas destroyed by fire the Past also is at work there, breakingWednesday morning. The loss down tissues, destroying cells,was about $3,000- wasting blood corpuscles. TheThe annual Baptist Associa- lungs work half-heartedly fortion is now in:progress here and the want of proper breathing:the Baptista are having a grand, fat gathers about the heart andmeeting. I the liver for the want of exere iEld. Powers preached lc*. 9.! from over-indulgeneefor theechreitiee chee-eh here eating and drinking: the stornsithe past Sunday. .ach groans under a burden that!wrecks the nerves and poisons,
k.Pinkley and mother, of Bu-
ena Visite, Tenn., are here this the blood. In every nook andweek the guests of relatives and cranny of the House of Life de-friends. cay is spreading. Like a tinyhole in the roof which eventually
Miss Agnes Dodd and Miss
Hazel Pace, of Hardin, were
here Wednesday night the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Geo._Bingham.
Judge Price and wife, of Ben-
con, are here this week the
guests of friends.
Keep Your Stomach and Liver
Healthy
A vigorous Stomach, perfectworking Liver and regular act-
ing Bowels is guarantee if you
will use Dr. King's New LifePills. They iestre good Diges-
tion, correct :onstipation andhave an ezcelen - tonic effect on
:he whole system-Purify your
blood and -id eoi of all body
poisons through the Vowels. On-ly 2i5c., at your druggist.
'
The Two Hisses.
Occasioritilly-fhe beauty secretpttrveyor" get away from theplatitudes of their craft and saysomethirg worth while. In thedaily pottei accrt dited 'o Liil;an
Russell we read the following
"We all live in two houses-ore
man made, the other God made.
A great many people fail to real-
ire and appreciate the impor -
*nee of taking care of both their
houses. They take great pains
to keep the outward house clean,
neat and in repair, but the oth-
er theme- the body--- which is
the actual habitation of every
life-endowed being too often
comes second in consideration.
If people took as much care of
their bodies as they do of their
houses, there would be lees ill-
ness in the-i'vorld and the race
would be longer lived."
The aretton between the house
of boards, or brick, or stone.
which protects the human body,and the house of flesh which
shelters the being whom you
call "I," is a very obvious one.
It is also lamentably true that
the average man thinks more of
keeping his material house in
good repair than he does looking
after the needs of the clay dwel-
ling in which the tenant, Life,
abides. lie knows that winter's
mows and summer's sun will
rust the iron, warp the tin and
decay the woodwork of the house
made with hands, and in order
lets in the sun and rain, the tinyspeck of decay in the house offlesh spreads until some vitallprop is weakened beyond repair. ,To quote the beauty secret 1specialist once more: "Remem-ber, you live. in your body, andonly dwell in your house." Thehouse can be rebuilt if occasionrequires, but the body, once im-povished and wrecked, knowsrehabilitation. -Louis\ ill Times.
If your child starts in its sleep,grinds its teeth while sleeping,'picks at the nose, has a badbreath, fickle appetite, pale coni-,'plexion, an dark rings underthe eyes: it has worms: and .aailong AS they re.-nain L, the intes-'
ed in football, baseball. tennis,
and the like, you will lessen the
chances that he will get inter-ested in things not so Rood for
him.,
The Youth's Companion, sinceits enlargement, gives generousspace to this, matter of athletictraining, and gets the besteoaches in the country to writefor it.
How to practice to become afirst-rate pitcher, how to train
for a race, how to learn the new-
est strokes in swimming-these
and a hundred other topics of
the greates interest to boys-to
girls, too, for that matter-aretouched upon in this important
department of The Companion.
And this is only a small part
of the service which The Com-panion renders in any homewhich it enters. It has points'of contact with a hundred inter- leats.
If you do not know The Coin-Ipanion as it is to-day, let us
send you one or two current is-sues free, that you may thor-oughly test the paper's quality.'We will send also the Forecastfor 1915. •
Every new subscriber whosends $2,00i'---for- the fifty-twoweekly issues of 1915 will re-ceive free all the issues of thepaper for the remaining weeks
of 1914: also The CompanionHome Calendar for 1915.-TheYouth's Companion, 144 Berke-ley Street, Boston, Mass.
• New subscriptions received atthis office.
_
What Would You Do?
There are ritank times whenone man questions anotherls ac-tions and motives. Men act dif-.ferently under different circum- wen:, For sale by all dealers
fulness. FrI .
on the coal to health and cheer-
ulness.e 5c per bottle. stances. The question is, twhat'4 Sold by Dale & tubblefield. would Sou do right now If you, , Notice.
F 
• had a severe cold? Could you; _--- do better than to take Chamber- My time has expired as Coun•
noon at 4 ,l0 o dock when he bs •
came the prey of a twp-year-old
cub bear belonging-to George II
Robertson, of Third and Harr,.
son streets. The attack %%,i
'made on the child on k vacant
lot directly opposite the Robert-
son stables. •
This morning, the child's con-
dition was slightly improved but
little hope for his recovery is
entertained.
There are conflicting stories
as to what prompted the bear to
attack young Lehnard. A com-
panion, Lynn Siein, 13•year.old.
says the Lehnara boy and he
had been standing just outside
the bear's path for about two
minutes when the cub reached
out and pulled Lehnard within
his reach. Employee of the
Robertson stables say that the
boys had been playing with the
bear and poking a broom-stick
at him, _and . had warned loth
boys to leave the animal alone.
The Stein boy denies that any-
one was around at the time they
walked up to the bear, and says
no one had warned tilt m against
getting too near the cub.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications. as they can-nos TrliCti the disea.ed portion of the
ear. There is only one way to curs
tional r.tneditsisk I rearm-as is causedby an inflamed s=vii.lition of the mu-
cus lining of the IFinetachain Tab...When the tube is Ipljoined you has,.
a rumbling *wind AA-imperfect hear-ing. rind wheti it tA entirtrly closed.deafness is ti reetiNvatiti unless theinflnination eau ,IH' taken out andthis tube re.t.t,r.g1 to he normal con-dition. hearing will b "tlestro}ed for-ever; nine csse• t of ton arecaused by Catarrh. w ich is nothingbut an inflabied conlition of the
mucus tinrfsees•
We will grre One Hundred Dol-lars for any ease of deafat*ss causedby catarrh , that cannot be cured by)Hairs catarrh cure. Send for cir-cular, free.
F. J. (' H N EY sk. CO., Toledo, 0.
sold by all dc_nggist,;5c..
Take Hairs-Faintly Pills for -con-stipation."'
Preathei !steel MINIM
tins, that child .wel be sickly.WHITE'S CREAM VERMI-FUGE dears ou, the worms,strengtheni the stomach andbowels and ruts th. -. little one
KEEPS YO1JJI4OME :-
,FRESI-I an -CLEAlq4'
0 -- -- ---•
440• Combination Pneuma tieVcrveper
SwiM-Sweeping, Pasy-Rulling DUNTLEY Sweepewa" cleans-without raising dust, and at the same time,icks upopins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION: Its easemakes sweeping a simple task qtAiiiily finished. It reaches_Lyen the most difficult places, and eliminates the neceuity.--c7"moving and lifting all heavy furniture._ .
The Great Labor Saver of the Home— Every home, large or'small, can rei if from Broom drudger) and ,protection frontthe'danger..of fis.ng dust.:„
Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—Has the combination of the Pneuntatir Suction Noule andrevolv.ng Brush. Very easily operated and absoltdely guar.anteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why nni givethe ”Dueirity'...! a trial in your home at ow expense)Wrier sadakrwe hal oorricosars
AGENTS WANTED
DUNTLET PNEUMATIC SWEEPER CO. IF;6501 SO. STATE ST. CHICAGO. ILL
1110r$ :-.
P 
01.
Rev. Claenth Brooks, pastor
of the First Methodist church,
who is engaged in a series of
sermons at the church and in
different parts of the city, held
a short meeting this afternoon
in A. B. Powers' pool roem on
Broadway,' having an audience
of about thirty or forty persons.
Rev. Brooks spoke about fifteen
minutes, in which he urged the
young men and old to repent of
their sins and live a christian
life.-Mayfield Messenger.
Why Not Publish It?
When you want a fact to - be-
come generally known, the right
way is te publish it. Mrs. Jos-
eph Kallans, Peru, Ind., wastroubled with belching, sour sto-i
mach and fr«itient headaches.
She writes, "I feel it my duty
to tell others what Chamber-
lain's Tablets have dorie for me.
They have helped my digestionand regulated my bowels. Since
using them I have been entirely
lain's Cough Remedy? It is ty Road Engineer, ,and wouldhighly recommended by people like for all who have contractswho have used it for year's and for work on roads and bridgesknow its value. Mrs. 0. E. Sae-, let be me to complete same atgent, Peru, Ind.. says, "Chem- once and present their claims,berlain's Cough Remedy is worth , as I want to clean up all unfin-its weight in gold ,and I take: ished work in me hands.pleasure in recommending it."1 Yours respectfully,Fen sale by all dealers. J. I). Houston.
Woodmen Unveiling. 
Public Sale.
The Cherry Camp, W. 0. W. We will on Saturday. Oct. 31,will unveil the monument erect- commencing at 1 o'clock, offered to.khe memory of J. M. Alex- for sale one 40 acre tract ofander la Old Salem Saturday,Oct. 24. 2 o'clock, p. m. All 
land: 30 acres in eultieation,
lying 7 miles north of Murray:Woodmen and friends of the also one lot of farming imple-family are invited to be present, merits, the property of the late
_
Bear Leaps on BOY:
Paducah, Ky., Oct. 21.-LouisHall Lehnard, the 10-year-oldson of Mr. and Mrs. George Leh-nerd, 422 South Fourth Street,was dangerously.---and perhapa
fatally wounded litesd'Ity after-
•IpatMP411.'
•
J. W. Trevathan. Terms will
be made known on day of sale.-W. H. and W. Trevathan,Executors. - -111453p.
For Sale.- Used Studebakerautomobile, in good conditiqn..
WIll iell at a hariein if taken at
-See Dr. Neir,ton Evairs.
,..„,emisimearepro.
Here We Arc Again.•:...e.ALL NEW
IVIURRA 
MONDAY,
Y 
ONE C WEEK
OCT.
RAIN OR SHINE
OF
ENC-1NPY'
26th.
t
SHOW GROUNDS:
..—;. \\ • ... :: i .( >' i'
ADMISSION VERY CHEAP: 15 and 25 cents.
One Lady Free With Every 35 Cent Ticket.
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Biggest Rain-Proof ,., Wind Resisting Tent, KANT LEEK.
ENOUGH SEATS FOR A WHOLE TOWN
EXTRAORDINARY FEATURES SEASON' 1914Quartea: Oh, My Golly Commedian: Paul English, Bari-tone Singer: Mr. H. Washburn. Coon Shouter and Dancer.All New $10,000.00 Repertoire of Metropolitan Hits.
Pastorial Comedy-Drama: -The Village Parson----Monday Night.
- As Usual--Extraordinary Fri. Night, "::',.'"House of 1000 Candles'
EACH MONDAY—I , a. 1,.. oil prists•iple straqq. 1;,trid Oil singing Con-vert t). the W. I Swain Itsrel. •41:iger, arid So:.."litsieisii.. Silver Baud
SPECIAL!! EXTRA!! FREE! NI..tida iii:tit sit 7 IT. Paul English, Hari-t.m.., will sing iii fr..iit of the tent. Vk lt II 11:111.1 WT011111:110 101.11t. Don'tforget the boor arid don't tie lit.'. 7:15 MONDAY NIGHT.
Statement 
MANY TROUBLESOf the Murray Ledger, publish-led weekly at Murray, R-y., re-
quired by the Act of Auguet,,ele
1912.
ACTIVE LIVEREditor: 0. J. Jennings, Mur-ray, Ky.
-- Managing Editor: 0. J. Jen-
ermine.. Murray, Ky.
Business Managers: 0. J.
Jennings, Murray, Ky.
Known bond holders, mort-
gagees, and other security hold-
ers, holding one per cent or more
of tetel amount of bonds, mort-gageseereether securities: None.
-0. J. Jennings.. --
Subscribed and sworn to be-fore me this- 17th day of Octo-ber, 1914.- H. E. tIolton. Notaryt .Public.
My commission expires Jan.
22, 1916.
Go to the Murray Furniture e:
Undertaking Co., for Ceffins andCaskets. 1',152
DUE TO AN IN-
Many of the troubles of lifesuch as headaches, indigestion,
constipation and lack of energyare due to inactive livers.
GRIGSBY'S LIV-VER-LAX is a
vegetableeme y thatwill,get•the liver right and makethese t; oibles disappear. It hasnone of the dangers and disa-greeable after effects of calomel.
Get a etle or Si bottle of thissplendid remedy from your drug-gist to-day. Every bottle bearsthe likeness of L. K. Grigsby,who guarantees it through E. D.Miller.
Broach e: Jones have some; bargains in Islotir and Feed stuff.
• --1'1‘1!)‘,Ii;19‘10
THE OLD RELIABLE
ST. BERNARD COAL
11111111=1
PRICES FOR OCTOBER:nest Lump, 11c at Car. Best Lump, 13c Delivered
STRICTLY FOR CASH
WILL APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Residence and Office Independent 'Phone No. 48.
Cumberland 'Phone, McDaniel House.
MRS. EMMA BRAME
Office: Johnson & Bitch 5, 10 and 25c Store.
IPV000110111•••••••••••••......,,,
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